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ABSTRACT

The Air Force will greatly increase its use of Unmanned Aerial Vehicles (UAVs) in the

next century and the latter part of this decade. These UAVs will require refueling like their

manned counterparts. The KC- 135 and the KC- 10 are candidates to provide this refueling task.

The KC- 10 is equipped with an automatic load alleviation system on its refueling boom which

minimizes radial loads at the receiver of the aircraft being refueled. The KC-135 does not have

such a system on its boom. Because the boom operator relies on visual cues to tell him when the

boom is bending to adjust the boom's ruddevators, large loads may be imparted to receiver

aircraft at the fuel receiver port. While load alleviation is required for all aircraft in order to

ensure that binding of the nozzle does not prevent disconnect, load alleviation may also be

important for the lightweight UAV in order to prevent unwanted disturbance to its flight control

system.

A controller was designed to control the longitudinal motion of the boom. This

controller can control the angle of the boom so no forces are imparted to the nozzle as the tanker

moves from its nominal orientation. The optimal controller design uses both feed forward and

rate feedback to modulate the commanded torque signal sent to the ruddevators. The results

show that using an automatic controller promises to provide accurate control of the KC-135

refueling boom during refueling operations with minimal nozzle forces being imparted to the

receiver aircraft.

xii



IMPROVED LOAD ALLEVIATION CAPABILITY FOR THE KC-135

I. Introduction

In 1996 the Air Force performed a study titled Air Force 2025 [2, 7, 18] in which the

authors projected how the Air Force of 2025 would operate. It is clear from this study that

Unmanned Aerial Vehicles, UAVs, will be a key force enhancement system for all aspects of air

operations by 2025. The authors envision UAVs in offensive, defensive and long duration

reconnaissance missions either as part of a total package including piloted vehicles or alone to

accomplish tedious or high risk missions. Using UAVs in such a variety of roles adds new and

sometimes more stringent requirements to those levied on the personnel and systems currently

supporting the Air Force's manned platforms. One system sure to be affected by this transition

to UAVs is the Air Force's aerial refueling aircraft. Specifically, the KC- 135 Stratotanker which

lacks the improvements made in the KC- 10 Extender to allow automatic load alleviation while

the refueling boom is connected to the receiver aircraft. This lack of load alleviation could prove

a mission limiter for the KC-135. If future UAVs are relatively lightweight in conparison to

their manned counterparts, they may be more susceptible to departure from controlled flight as a

result of excessive force applied by KC-135 boom operators.

Problem

The Air Force has had a requirement for aerial refueling since it's inception in 1948.

Since that time the technology to perform this task has progressed to the point where the boom

operator can steer the boom remotely. Currently, in the KC- 135 the boom operator controls the

boom using of a set of ruddevators located at the end of the upper section of the boom.

Ruddevator control is achieved by translating control inputs of the boom operator (boomer)

through a hydro-mechanically linked joystick into changes in the angle of attack (AOA) for each

of the ruddevators. The extension of the boom's lower segment is also controlled by another
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hydro-mechanically linked joystick. Using these two joysticks, the boomer is capable of

controlling the spatial position of the refueling boom's tip with relatively coarse resolution.

As the Air Force moves toward UAVs, the coarseness of the boomer's inputs may be a

critical limitation to the safe operation of the UAVs. The physical characteristics of future

UAVs are unknown. Currently, the boomer attempts to alleviate the loads at the receiver by

visual observation of the bend in the refueling boom and then attempts to straighten the boom by

increasing the control inputs in the direction away from the bend. When the bending is present

but of small magnitude, the boomer cannot observe the loading and thus may subject the receiver

aircraft to adverse loads at the receiver port. Also, because of the position of the boomer in

relation to the boom he has limited capability to discern bending when the bend is in the vertical

axis. If UAVs turn out to be relatively lightweight creations, as current UAVs are1, the coarse

nature of the boomer's control while connected to a UAV being refueled could result in

accidental introduction of the UAV to unsafe flight conditions that may overpower the UAV

autopilot. This is more of a problem if the relative mass and control authority of the UAV are

not of sufficient magnitude to offset the forces introduced to the receiver port while the UAV is

connected. One solution to this problem would be to take the boomer out of the loop or augment

his control of the refueling boom with a computer controller. The KC- 10 uses load alleviation

on its boom. In modified form, this system is one candidate for use on the

KC-135.[1]

' It's likely that UAVs won't be as heavy as their present day manned counterparts primarily because

without a pilot on board up to fifteen percent of the aircraft weight comprising the pilot support systems

can be eliminated.
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By implementing a computer-controlled architecture, the boom operator could act as a

monitor during that part of the refueling operation where the tanker and the UAV were actually

connected. Then, if the refueling operation stayed within controllable bounds, the boomer would

not have to intervene at all. If, on the other hand, something occurred that posed a safety risk to

the tanker or the refueled aircraft, the boomer could intervene as necessary to correct the

situation or abort the refueling attempt. The boomer would only be responsible for oversight of

the refueling operation during the actual connected portion of the refueling.

Scope

This research will develop a longitudinal boom control architecture. After I design the

controller, I will benchmark a load alleviation system for UAV applications or for any other

aircraft with the capability to maintain a fixed position relative to the center of gravity of the

tanker aircraft.

Approach/Methodology

To perform this research, the following tasks were accomplished:

a. A study of work already done to characterize the operational .dynamics of the KC-

135 boom was accomplished.

b. Work done to date that would be useable as a part either of the model or as basis for

the assumptions made in the research was incorporated into the study.

c. The major components of the controller architecture were developed. These major

components included the boom dynamics, the KC-135 aircraft dynamic equations, the

aero-loading model for the boom, the dynamic equations for the boom, and the aircraft

control input profile for driving the simulation

15



d. Once the simulation model of the boom controller was completed, it was tested with

the longitudinal aircraft disturbance. The boom's response was determined and the

effectiveness of the boom's ruddevators at compensating for the disturbances was

evaluated.

Materials and Equipment

All materials and equipment are already available for this thesis. The simulation work

will be done using the Sun computer systems and appropriate software, such as Matlab,

Mathematica, Simulink, and Robotica Front End for Mathematica available in the simulation

laboratory

Overview

This thesis report is divided into five chapters. Chapter I contains background

information and is an introduction to the topic. Chapter II is a literature review of current KC-

135 Refueling System work. Chapter III describes the procedure used to develop the new

architecture, followed by an analysis of the results in Chapter IV. Finally, Chapter V contains

my conclusions drawn from this research and recommendations for future research.
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II. LITERATURE REVIEW

In this literature review, I introduce studies that indicate UAVs will be a prevalent part

of the Air Force of the next century. Additionally, I will present recent work which focused on

methods of extending the useful service envelope of the KC-135 refueling boom, and work

aimed at developing formation autopilots for refueling tasks.

Air Force Futures

In the last six years with the advent of the end of the cold war and the fall of a visible

permanent foe, the Air Force has experienced a downsizing trend unmatched since World War II.

This shrinking of all branches of the military promoted the Chief of Staff, General Ronald

Fogelman to commission a study on the future of the Air Force. He directed the Air Force's Air

University at Maxwell Air Force Base to evaluate all aspects of the way the Air Force does

business and postulate its shape and mission in the year 2025. A large segment of this report

dealt with aerial operations. Three of the white papers on air operations forecast the growth of

and importance of UAVs and the reduction of the use of manned intra-atmospheric aircraft.

While none of the papers directly states that manned atmospheric, combat related flight will be

eliminated, they do argue that many of the more dangerous or arduous missions currently

performed by pilots could be accomplished by UAVs. This trend is due to several overarching

issues. First, the Air Force will concentrate a larger share of its resources on exo-atmospheric

operations thus opening a whole new arena in which pilots may still play an important role.

Second, the technology to operate unmanned aircraft will have matured to the point that it is no

longer necessary to have a pilot in situ to adequately control the aircraft.

As the demand for increased loiter times for the reconnaissance UAV's grows, one

possible solution for enabling long loiter times is on station refueling. On station refueling of

these vehicles presents a special challenge to the refueling boom operator. The fact that current
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UAV reconnaissance platforms are very lightweight [1, 7, 18] means the boom operator must

have a very steady hand or risk damaging or even disabling the UAV. The reconnaissance

scenario painted by the authors lends itself well to the development of an automated refueling

system. The possible range of UAV weights ranges from as little a 6,000 lbs to 30,000 lbs. [6]

KC-135 Dynamic Model

Several theses completed at the Air Force institute of Technology used the KC- 135 platform as a

basis for different research topics. Two of these theses addressed the design of multiple input,

multiple output flight control architectures for the KC-135. [13, 8] A third thesis, completed in

1993 by Dennis Trosen, used the work of the previous two theses as a baseline for the

Development of an Air-To-Air Refueling Automatic Flight Control System Using Quantitative

Feedback Theory. [17]

Robust Controller for Refueling Formation Hold

In his thesis, Trosen created an architecture based on the dynamic model of the KC-135R

that was capable of holding that aircraft in a specified position with relatively tight tolerances.

This work is used to make one of the initial assumptions for my research. He shows that a

receiver can track the tanker to within 0.425 feet longitudinally, 0.0025 feet vertically, and 1.9

feet laterally. The position tracking requires that the receiver aircraft "knows" quite accurately

where it should be relative to the tanker. How this information is passed is not discussed. His

controller is capable of controlling a KC- 135 aircraft whether it is empty and light or heavy and

full of fuel. The position keeping in both cases is very precise.

In order to hold formation behind another aircraft while refueling, the tolerances must be

tight. Trosen's design demonstrated that capability. The controlled aircraft stays well within the

operational refueling envelope of the KC-135. These tight tolerances allow the assumption that

if the receiver aircraft knows where it should be, it can maintain that position without deviation.
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With an autopilot that holds tolerances as tightly as Trosen's does the basis exists for

development of a boom controller which has a primary task of holding the boom's tip position

constant as the tanker is buffeted or as the pilot steers the aircraft. Trosen's autopilot is capable

of controlling the receiver aircraft to tight tolerances but it isn't very good at adjusting for

changes in position of the ideal point in the short period. Several studies have addressed the

issue of the operational envelope and methods that could be used to increase that envelope.

KC-135 Boom Operating Envelope Studies

Although the KC-135 is an effective refueling platform, many in the refueling

community would like to see the spatial working envelope of the boom increased. Two studies

have addressed this issue to date. The first study was completed in 1989 in a team thesis done by

several AFIT students [1]. This study primarily evaluated the overall effectiveness of the KC-

135 refueling boom with regard to boom loads and operational envelope. It also began to

address methods to increase the spatial envelope such as increasing the ruddevator size and

incorporating a rolling ruddevator system. The study indicated incorporation of a rolling

ruddevator would enable the boom to operate through a larger spatial volume. Another study

expanded on this work. In addition to identifying the size of the spatial envelope achieved by

incorporating a rolling ruddevator, Debra Nawrocki's thesis [10], also evaluated the benefit of

altering the shape of the boom from it's current ovoid cross-section to one more teardrop shaped.

Her work showed that the envelope could be increased in the lower extreme quadrants of the

envelope if the shape of the boom cross section were changed. Nawrocki found the tear drop

cross-section actually augmented the down force of the boom when it was at high azimuth

angles. The operational envelope of the KC-135 is shown in Table 1. Note that the connection

limits of the boom in all cases exceed the position where fuel cutoff occurs.
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Table 1: Envelope Limits for KC-135 Refueling Operations (Philips)

Nominal position of boom
Elevation (deg) -30
Azimuth (deg) 0
Length (ft) 39.8

Envelope to Maintain Connection
Lievation (deg) -34 to -26
Azimuth (deg) -10 to 10
Length (tt) 38.7 to 40.9

Envelope For Continuous Refueling
Elevation (deg) -20 to 40
Azimuth (deg) -15 to 15
Length (ft) 33.7 to 45.9

Again the aim of both studies was to expand the envelope for continuous refueling.

Nawrocki's research accomplished this by using a rolling ruddevator and a new teardrop shaped

boom cross-section. The 1989 systems effectiveness study only addressed how changes to the

ruddevator system could increase the envelope of the boom. Their biggest benefit to my

research comes from the comprehensive aerodynamic, structural and static control models they

developed.

KC-10 Refueling Boom Load Alleviation System

There are two methods used to minimize the loading at the tip of the KC-10 refueling

boom during coupled operation[4]. The first method attempts to command the control surfaces

on the boom to settings that will hold the boom constant at the angle sensed. This method

samples the boom position and, using an open loop controller, gains the signal to values

equivalent to the correct elevator and rudder settings for the existing boom position. This

method of control is very coarse and is not normally used. Normally, a closed loop algorithm

called the Automatic Load Alleviation System or ALAS is used. This system uses a series of

strain gauges located at the inboard end of the telescoping boom segment to sense the loads on

the telescoping section resulting from boom bending. This force information is used in a closed
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loop controller that attempts to modify the control surface deflections in order to zero out the

forces seen at the strain gauges. Though ALAS does ensure that loads stay below 100 lbs, its

ability to determine loading at the tip of the boom is limited. Situations can exist in which there

is no bending imparted to the boom but significant loads still remain at the boom tip. While load

alleviation is required for all aircraft in order to ensure that binding of the nozzle does not

prevent disconnect, it is even more important to ensure no side loads are imparted to a receiver

aircraft through the receiver port. The ALAS could allow large forces to go undetected which

could have significant effect on the receiver aircraft if that aircraft had limited control authority.

Lightweight UAVs could be adversely affected by loads of this nature; they could lack the

control authority to overcome the effects of forces imparted by a boom under ALAS control.

Current UAVs and those being developed, range in weight from 6000 lbs up to 30,000 lbs for the

larger systems. [6] In adverse conditions it is not inconceivable that loads of up to one twentieth

of the weight of a small UAV can be seen at the boom tip even with the ALAS controller

performing optimally.[4]

One characteristic of the KC-10 ALAS bears further discussion. The signals used to

drive the controllers for both the open and closed loop algorithms only rely on information about

bending in the boom and the elevation and azimuth angles of the boom. This implies that the

KC- 10 system is only designed to provide optimal load alleviation when the tanker aircraft is not

pitching and rolling about its CG. The performance of the KC-10 load alleviation system likely

degrades when the aircraft is pitching, yawing, or rolling. The architecture designed in this study

will incorporate information about the orientation of the KC-135 and will be able to respond to

transients in this orientation. Additionally, the new controller will be able to better respond to

changes in the receiver's position that can be sensed.
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Summary

UAVs will be ubiquitous in the Air Force of 2025. Because of this, new methods of

refueling these aircraft should be designed. Study of the KC-135 has addressed autopilot design

for flight of the KC- 135, automatic formation flight of another aircraft with the KC- 135, and

possible modifications to the boom which would increase its useful operational envelope. The

load alleviation system used on the KC- 10 was studied to determine its benefits and weaknesses.

This is the starting point for my research. I will design a longitudinal boom controller based on

the robot design methods outlined in Spong's text in order to utilize the Robotica system

development software which automates the process of calculating the kinematic and dynamic

equations of any system represented using his method. This boom design will compensate for

the short period changes in position of the receiver aircraft and minimize the nozzle forces

imparted to a receiver aircraft.
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III. Methodology

This chapter describes the methodology used to develop the longitudinal controller for

the KC- 13 5 refueling boom. The first section will give an overview of the boom system

representation used for this research and a description of the coordinate frames for each joint of

the boom system. After this overview, the aircraft plant that provides the input for the control

system will be briefly described. Next will be a discussion of the overall control architecture

followed by descriptions of the blocks that make up the control architecture. Comparison of

design options for the controller architecture is the primary emphasis of this study.

As outlined in chapter two, the formation hold autopilot designed by Trosen [ 17] had the

fidelity to maintain position behind a tanker well enough that it could track to a position which

was fixed relative to the center of gravity (CG) of the tanker aircraft. This point is called the

formation point for this research. Trosen's model could track any tanker motion with a period of

more than six seconds. With such a formation hold autopilot, as the tanker aircraft pitches about

its CG, the formation point does not move with these rotations. The task of remaining connected

is divided between the receiver aircraft and the tanker aircraft. The formation hold autopilot for

the trailing aircraft is responsible only for maintaining position with respect to the tanker CG as

it translates in the inertial frame. The boom controller is responsible for adjusting the ruddevator

angle of attack (AOA) to produce a torque that minimizes boom bending. This action is referred

to as load alleviation and ensures minimum contact force with the receiver port of the trailing

aircraft which is important from a safety viewpoint of reducing the possibility of nozzle binding

that could prevent disconnection of the boom. There are several assumptions made to facilitate

this research. These assumptions are:

1. This research will study only the longitudinal motion of the boom while connected to a

receiver aircraft.
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2. The tanker and the receiver maintain constant position relative to one another. This is based

on the predicted capability of Trosen's formation hold controller research.

3. The angular motion of the tanker is unaffected by boom dynamics. Its motion is only a

function of the commanded control surface input.

4. Only first mode bending of the boom is modeled.

Associated with the first major assumption, it is also convenient to assume the ruddevators have

no dihedral angle relative to the boom. (Nonzero dihedral gives lateral force producing

capability). Finally, this study does not examine control of a free flying boom.

Robotic System Representation

Before the dynamic system is developed, the coordinate system for each part of the robot

representation must be identified so the coordinate transform matrices can be assembled.

Additionally, the dynamics of the boom must be documented and calculated. The dynamic

equations depend upon the choice of coordinate frames for the system. One could simply use the

standard coordinate frames associated with aeronautics. If instead, a method outlined in Spong

[14] is used, the job of creating the kinematic and dynamic equations can be accomplished using

a computer tool called Robotica Front End (RFE) [ 15], developed by Doctor Spong.

Boom Root d3 -*

I /Link 2
................ ........ ...... Y 3

....... Link I Link 3.............

xx

Zo y2Z.. Y2 , 02

X : ............ ." "

Z2

Figure 1: Robotic Representation of KC-135 Refueling System
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This software which runs on top of Matlab, aids in development of the symbolic kinematic and

dynamic equations for any simple kinematic chain. Figure 1 is the robot representation of the

refueling boom system for this study. Note the system's base frame is located at the aircraft CG

and its axes' directions remain fixed relative to the earth inertial frame. The frame with origin

01 is fixed to the end of link one and frame 02 is attached to the end of link two. Link two for

this robotic representation has no length, therefore frame 02 is co-located with frame 01. The

last frame 03 is fixed to the end of link three. Each frame 0 i is attached to the end of its

respective link i and moves with that link. As link i rotates, the angle between Oi and Oi1 is the

angle qi. The variable controlled for each joint is the angle between the frame fixed to the joint

and the previous frame, denoted using a qi, except for the distance between frames two and three

which is denoted using a d. Links one and two have control variables ql and q2 respectively,

Link three has control variable d3 . For this study, ql is prescribed by aircraft plant motion, q2 is

controlled, and d3, normally controlled during free flight, is allowed to free float during

refueling and therefore, is not controlled. Using the Denavit-Hartenberg (DH) method outlined

in Spong [14] for developing the kinematic equations simplifies the task of assembling the

parameters that describe the orientation and position of each joint with respect to its predecessor

joint. The items that describe each frame's orientation and position within DH are compiled in

Table 2below.

Table 2: DH Parameters

I Link ai ai , di Oi
1 49 0 0 ql
2 0 7t/2 0 q?
3 0 0 d3 0

The link parameters in Table 2 are explained in Spong [14] as follows.

ai = distance along x i from Oi to the intersection of the Xi and Zi_1 axes in feet.
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di = distance along Zi-1 from Oi-1 to the intersection of the X i and Zi-1 axes in feet.

di is variable if joint i is prismatic (sliding).

a i = the angle between Zi_1 and Zi measured about X i in radians.

0i = the angle between Xi-j and Xi measured about Zi in radians. Oi is variable if joint

i is revolute.

To clarify, the frame with origin 01 rotates about the Z0 axis. Frame 02 rotates about the Z1

axis. Finally, frame 03 translates in the common Z2 direction. For all frames, positive rotation

or translation is according to the right-hand-rule. Since the boom length is represented by d3 ,

which originates at the boom root coincident with joint two, care must be given to ensure the

limits of the actual telescopic segment match the extension and contraction limits of the boom.

For the remainder of this paper, the frame attached to the boom, frame three, will be referred to

as the boom frame. Vector components in this frame will be referenced with a subscript b. For

example, the X component of frame three is denoted as Xb.

After collecting the descriptive information, a series of transformation matrices are

created to represent the transformation from one joint to the next. When each of these matrices

is multiplied together, the resulting matrix is a representation of kinematic equations for both

rotation and translation.

T3R 0 d1 (3.1)

The most commonly used kinematic relation in this research describes the transformation from

the distal joint's coordinate frame to the base frame. This kinematic equation is termed the T3

transformation matrix. This single matrix contains the kinematic equations for both translation

and rotation of the boom tip with respect to the system base frame. The rotational
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transformation, matrix which converts frame three vector components into frame 0 components

33

is the upper left 3x3 matrix of equation (3. 1) denoted by R 0 . Tetptrerw fclm or

d3 are components of a vector that define the position of the nozzle with respect to frame 0. For

the kinematic chain of Figure 1, the T3 matrix is
0

c12 0 s12 49cl+d3s12

T3=s12 0 -c12 -d3cl2+49sl (3.2)

0 1 0 0(32

0 00 1

where the c or s preceding each number represents the Sin or Cosine of the angle indicated by the

number and the angle qj is denoted by the number 1, and similarly the angle q2 is denoted by the

number 2. A combination like c12 means Cos(ql+q2). The variable d3 represents the time

dependent length ofjoint three. The matrices T1 , T2 T3 are formed similarly.

0' 1' 2

Figure 3-2 shows the orientation of the coordinate frames for both the left and right

ruddevators, and their orientation with respect to the boom. There are two coordinate

transformations necessary to move from the boom frame to the ruddevator frame. The first is the

boom to dihedral transformation frame, R. The dihedral coordinate frame is rotated about the

Yd axis to an angle, d. For simplicity in this study of longitudinal motion, d is set to zero

degrees. This results in an small increase in the force the ruddevators can provide versus the real

system, but the results are still valid because the performance of the controller for each

simulation scenario is based on the same ruddevator conditions.
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Top View End View

Transformation from boom to dihedral by d

XUXb X Xb

d - di d-7 ~
z"- -

\% ZdI 8,

Cd 0 -Sd Cd 0 Sd

C~"=Sd -C C~Sd 0 -Cd
0 1 0 0 1 0

Transformation dihedral to rudder by r

Cd 0 - Sd [ -Sr o CdCr - CdSr - SdX a Xr  
= CrC -Sr C -Sd 0 -Cd Sr Cr 0 =-CrSd SdSr -Cd

% X, r -r 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 Sr Cr 0

N 01Cd 0 Sd Cr -Sr 0 =CdCr - CdSr Sd
Y C aCC Sd 0 -Cd Sr Cr 0 CrSd - SdSr -Cd

0y. 0 1 0 0 0 1 Sr Cr 0

Figure 2: Ruddevator Transformation Matrices

The dihedral coordinate frame for the left ruddevator is rotated clockwise (looking from the

boom tip), the right ruddevator frame is rotated counter-clockwise. Both ruddevators use a

common transformation to the ruddevator angle 8 br. Note the transformation matrices created

throughout this research always represent the distal coordinate frame in terms of the coordinate

frame nearest the base frame. For example, R b represents the transformation matrix where the

right ruddevator dihedral frame is represented in the boom frame. Similarly, the product of the

dr r
transformation matrices R dr represents the right ruddevator frame in the boom frame

b dr

coordinates.
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The dynamic equation created from Robotica is implemented in the boom plant system

block. The general form of the dynamic equation which describes the torques on each joint as a

function of inertia, coriolis and gravity is

I [M 11 M 12  M131Fql1 FCII C 12  C 13 1qi [g]

gA2i21  M22 M23  42 + C21  C22  C23  + (3.3)

13 l, M32 M33aJ3  C31 C32  C33  q3 g3

where ri is the net torque on joint i due to all external sources (including Gravity), Miy is the

moment of inertia acting on joint i due to acceleration ofjointj, Cj is the coriolis force resulting

from interaction between joints i andj. The last term, gi is the torque on joint i due to gravity

acting on link i. For the boom system, we are only interested in the torque acting on joint two.

This is because the torque on joint 1 and the resultant angle are driven by the AOA of the tanker

model when an elevator deflection is commanded. Also, because this controller is designed to

operate when the boom is connected to a receiver aircraft, joint three must be allowed to "float".

Any frictional forces occurring at joint three do not contribute to the torque on joint two. With

these assumptions, only the second row of equation (3.3) is relevant.

(z.r)2 = M 21(d3,q 2 ) + M 22 (d3)V 2 + C21 (d3) Ad 3 + C 22 (d 3 )d 3 + C 23 (d3)q 14 2 + g 2  (3.4)

The left side of equation (3.4) is the summation of all of the torques on the system. These

torques include ruddevator torque, I'r, wind drag on the boom, Z'w, and the reaction torque due to

boom deflection, Tb. The right side consists of the torque due to inertia, non-linear coupling,

and gravity. The KC- 135 aircraft model that drives the simulation actually describes the first

link's motion. This is possible because the AOA of the KC-135 is actually the negative of the

joint angle, ql. This assumption means that for the purposes of the Robotica calculations, joint
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one can be assumed to have no mass or moment of inertia. The mass properties of the KC-135

refueling boom are shown in Table 3 and Table 4. Figure 61 of Appendix B shows the pieces of

Table 3: Refueling Boom Weights, Distributed Weights

~Sectio~ I'temn Weighit O

1,2,3 Structure Tube 166.9

Fairing 142.7

Fuel 129.4

Hydraulics 58.1

Fixed Inner Tube 31.0

Electrical 15.4

Fuel System 13.2

2,3,4 Telescoping Inner Tube

Telescoping Tube Lining (total) 245.7

Table 4: Refueling Boom Weight Distribution, Fixed Weights

section< Ite r~ A' Wei-fit (1bs)t
1 Snubber 28.9

Hydraulic Drive 64.3

Stowage Provisions 13.3

Instrumentation 10.0

Attachment Provisions 6.0

2 Rollers and Supports 23.4

3 Ruddevators and Supports 208.2

Recoil Assembly 54.3

Ruddevator Controls 48.8

Ruddevator Locking 9.9

Dumping Provisions 8.0

5 Nozzle 31.0

Shock Absorber 31.0
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the boom system and shows the method for calculating the mass dynamically during simulation

runs. The equations represented by each of the coefficients, M, C, or g defined in equation (3.3)

are documented in Appendix A along with the T matrix coefficients. All kinematic and dynamic

data for the boom structure were derived using RFE from the parameters outlined at the

beginning of Appendix A.

Boom Loading

The boom loads shown in Figure 3 are the ruddevator force perpendicular to the boom,

Fbxr, nozzle load in the Xb direction due to bending in the boom or inaccurate position keeping,

Fbxb, distributed wind load, Pw, and the distributed gravity load, Pg. The ruddevator force,

Fbxr, consists of both lift and drag. The goal of this controller is to control the ruddevator forces

to ensure the lateral force, Fbxb, on the boom nozzle is minimized.

Due to restrictions of the DH method of representing kinematic structures, q2 will

actually be measured as shown in Figure 1 from the YO axis upward versus from the X 0 axis

down. Therefore, an angle of 30 degrees down elevation for the boom is equivalent to 600 for

angle q2. On the KC-135 the boom rests at an angle of 29.6 degrees, measured from the

horizontal plane downward, for the flight conditions used in this project [9]. Using the

coordinate system of this study, the initial angle for the real KC- 135 at the prescribed flight

conditions, would be 60.4 degrees. The model used in this study is in equilibrium at q2 = 56.20.

The angular difference between our model's set point and the actual set point for the boom at

these flight conditions would put us out of the nominal refueling envelope for the KC-135, but it

is acceptable for purposes of this study. A formation point was chosen such that the force of

wind on the boom was exactly cancelled by the force of gravity acting counter to it. The position

of the formation point in the base frame is approximately 82.1 feet back from the aircraft CG and

22.2 feet down. At this position, the boom is depressed 33.8 degrees down from horizontal. A
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corresponding initial ruddevator angle setting was determined for which lift and drag create no

net moment about the boom root (joint 2). If the ruddevator had been initialized with zero AOA,

the position of the boom would have been closer to the set point of the actual KC-135. However,

this would make simulations for the ideal ruddevator cases of chapter four more difficult. There

was no noticable deviation from the nominal position upon initiation of the simulation with q1

o----.z~-- -- ---

Fbxr

Figure 3: Boom loads during refueling

constant at 0 degrees. This approach to selecting the formation point ensured the model started

from a nearly quiescent condition so any motion seen in the boom during simulation would be

the results of dynamic interaction of the joints as the aircraft changed angle of attack. Then the

initial ruddevator angle was selected to provide zero force in the Xb direction. One could bias

the starting position of the boom by adjusting the ruddevator angle to provide enough lift to

offset the additional gravity load associated with moving the boom up 3.8 degrees. However,

this is not necessary for modeling purposes.
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Controller Overview

To hold the boom nozzle position constant at the formation point, the force required by

the ruddevator is adjusted to offset the difference in torque resulting from the boom dynamics as

the tanker aircraft changes pitch. This is the closed loop design. Driving the ruddevator in order

to provide the necessary force requires additional levels of feedback control for the ruddevator.

The controller design includes a proportional feedback loop which controls the output torque of

the ruddevator, a feed forward term which attempts to anticipate net torque required for the

prescribed tanker input, a joint rotation rate error feedback signal, and a feedback loop around

the ruddevator plant integrator. The overall architecture is shown in Figure 4. The major parts

of this controller such as the boom aerodynamics, the boom plant the feedback equations and the

ruddervator plant are detailed in the remaining sections of this chapter. Detailed drawings of the

controller architecture as represented in Simulink are in Appendix D.

AircraPlant g Boom Aerodynaics, o ol
Mass Ca3cs, Kinematics 3 Mde T c

Forcto orqu F~fa F Rudevaor 6 Rudevatr + PI 8
c8  

ToqueForce--

Figure4: ConrollerDiagra
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KC-135R Aircraft Dynamic Model.

As discussed in the literature review, the dynamic model for the KC-135R is well

documented. The development of the basic equations represented in the state equation form of

FotoToq~ F R~cvto o5 R ueatio + 6 M

CoamioqAo Plato +. 7- Cot.lr T Poition

in~F 
g re5 Aircraft Plant 

t Too 
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The model represents a system of linearized equations. To use it, we assumed only small

disturbances to the steady state motion of the aircraft are modeled. With the equations for lateral

and longitudinal responses decoupled and since the design theory requires an equal number of

model inputs and outputs, the lateral equations are driven using two inputs, rudder (8r), and

combined aileron and spoiler inputs (6
w ). The expanded form of the coefficient matrix, A, the

non-dimensional stability axis derivative matrix, B, and the output matrix, C, are shown in

Appendix B. The derivatives were calculated using a Matlab script file programmed with the

coefficient and derivative equations. That script file is also in Appendix B.

With the matrix coefficients and stability derivatives calculated, the aircraft motion

model is incorporated into the controller simulation model. For this study, the longitudinal

response is driven using three inputs, elevator (6e ), speedbrake (5sb), and thrust (OT). The

longitudinal dynamics will be excited using a 5e of sufficient magnitude to ensure the boom will

stay within its continuous refueling envelope if the boom tracks the formation point. When the

aircraft model receives a commanded 8e, a response is output on the five selected variables from

the plant state space equations. For this model the last five outputs from the vector x in equation

(3.5) were selected. They include: altitude, h, flight path angle, 0, climb rate, u, angle of attack

a, and pitch rate, q. The only output used for this study is the angle of attack. A change in the

flight path angle results in translation of the aircraft CG. Responsibility for tracking the tanker's

CG is left to the receiver aircraft's formation hold autopilot. Where the flight path angle

indicates translation, changes in AOA indicate rotation about the aircraft CG. The AOA will

appropriately drive the boom controller. The other three inputs describe translation of the

aircraft, and therefore, are not used. Using the programs Matlab and Simulink, the equations for

the nondimensional stability derivatives, and dimensionalized input and output coefficients were

calculated according to Harvey Russell's equations [13]. Coefficients for the flight conditions
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used for this project are shown in Table 5: Aircraft Flight Condition data. The Matlab files

performing the derivative calculations are in Appendix B. These flight conditions and aircraft

characteristics are the nominal flight condition for refueling operations in the KC-135 as verified

by personnel at Boeing Company [9, 11].

Table 5: Aircraft Flight Condition data

Altitude 28,500 ft
Mach 0.77 --

Weight 284,000 Lbs
Center of Gravity 24.2 %MAC
q dynamic. pressure 279.7 Ibs/ft2
s wing area 2433 ft2

b wing span 130.83 ft
c wing MAC 20.16 ft
U0 (true) 770 ft/sec
00 (body) 2.4 deg
ao (wing) 4.4 deg
oo (body) 2.4 deg
Ixx 2,930,000 slug ft2

Iyy 4,660,000 slug ft2

Izz 7,480,000 slug ft2

Ixz ....

Inertias in body axis system

Determining Boom Orientation and Boom Drag

The highlighted section of Figure 6 performs all the calculations necessary to determine the

aerodynamic loading of the boom. The block immediately following the aircraft plant block

performs several functions preparatory to computing the aerodynamic loading. The contents of

this block are shown in Figure 65 of Appendix B. To calculate q2 and d3 the following

equations are used. First, the end of link one is located in base frame coordinates using
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xl 49 cos(ql)]

yio0 = {49sin(ql) (3.6)

BooFg Auedynan6:s, CRa t of Desir Position d B Aer oad

Then, finding the magnitude of the component distances Ax and Ayfrom this position to the

formation point and using these values in the equation

q2 = tan J+ -- ql (3.7)

q2 is found. Finally using the pythagorean theorem and the distances Ax and Ay, d3 is

calculated. This computation is performed in the file, "Inv_kinematics_23.m" included with all

other controller function xxx.m files in Appendix C. Next, the center of mass, mass, and

aerodynamic centers of pressure are determined according to the method used in the Matlab

function file, "boomwgt.m". This file, found in Appendix C, performs the mass, center of mass,

centers of pressure, and inertia calculations. The method used follows the method of the GSE

study [1]. The boom is divided up into five segmentas a shown in Figure 61 of Appendix B. The

mass of each segment is determined based upon what major assemblies are within that segment.
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For example, the segment identified as "Mass 4" consists of part of the fixed boom tube and its

subassemblies, part of the telescoping tube, and part of the fairing surrounding the ruddevator

control equipment. As the telescoping segment of the boom extends and contracts, the mass of

this segment of the boom will change. Similarly, the mass of the other boom segments is

continuously changing too. As the boom moves then, the mass of each section is calculated, the

center of mass is determined, then the masses are added up. The moment of inertia is calculated

for motion about the boom root in the GSE study. Robotica however, requires a moment of

inertia based on rotation about the center of mass of the boom. To accomplish this the moment

of inertia equation of the GSE study is modified by adding terms to translate the moment of

inertia from the boom root to the boom's center of mass. Finally the center of pressure for each

segment is calculated from the lengths of the different boom sections. It is assumed that the

center of pressure of each segment is located at the middle of each segment. Concurrent with the

mass calculations, qj, q2, and d3 are used in the function, "convaxes.m" to transform the

freestream velocity into the boom frame using the kinematic relation R0 . This is done because

the drag acting on the boom is only a function of the wind velocity normal to the boom in the Xb

direction. The resulting velocity vector, Vb is used in the boom aerodynamic loading function,

"boomaeromoment.m", and in the ruddevator lift and drag calculation function,

"rudaeroforce.m". If the ruddevator was normally at a zero dihedral angle and never moved

laterally, transforming the wind vector into the ruddevator frame would be unnecessary because

the entire wind force would be acting to provide lift. But since the real ruddevator has a dihedral

and since it can be moved laterally, only that fraction of the wind velocity that acts parallel to the

ruddevator wing chord provides lift or drag in a useful direction. For this study, transforming to

the ruddevator frame is an unnecessary step but was done as a check to verify the aerodynamic

equations were working correctly. Finally, using the joint angles and the centers of pressure, the
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moment about joint two due to boom drag is calculated. The calculation of the aerodynamic

drag is done in the function "aeroboommoment.m". The output of this controller segment is

the load on the boom root due to aerodynamic loading, Tw. The torque, "w, is fed forward and

summed with the feedback root torque Troot-actual, created by the ruddevator plant, and

reactionary bending moment due to bending of the boom. The block just above the highlighted

area, "Formation Point Calcs" calculates the formation point position using the kinematic

equation dO from the T matrix. This block wasn't included in the Boom Aerodynamics block

because the formation point is also used by the nozzle position error calculation block

downstream. To include it in the Boom Aero block makes passing the data forward more

difficult in the simulation program Simulink.

Boom Dynamic Model

Input to the boom plant is the sum of the aerodynamic moment, boom bending moment

and ruddevator torque. The boom plant, highlighted in Figure 7, uses the summed torques as

input to drive the dynamic response of the boom. The output of the boom plant is the angle q2.

Foroe Io Toqo ~ Rdo~o odvT o
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The ultimate goal of this controller is to maintain the position ofjoint two so no net force

is produced at the nozzle tip. To do this, the position of the tip must be known. The dynamic

equations provide knowledge of the actual angle of joint two as the boom bends. To determine

the angle q2, equation (3.4) is solved for q 2

4 2- (M2 1 (d 3)i 1 + C21(d 3)41d 3 + C22 (d 3)d 3 + C23(d 3)q4 2 + g 2) K 2  (3.8)
M 22 (d 3, q2 )

then integrated twice to arrive at q2. The equation represented by each of the uppercase letters is

listed in Appendix A. To represent the physical system better, a damping term Kdq 2 was

included.

Bending Torque Estimation

The output of the boom plant is the actual angle of the boom. If the boom were allowed to move

freely instead of being bound to the receiver port, it would move as described by the output of

the plant. Since it is held in place by the receiver aircraft, the angle computed in the boom plant

block represents bending in the boom as the tip is held in place by the receiver aircraft. While

more than one bending mode can occur in the boom for this model, we assume the boom motion

is represented reasonably accurately with only the first bending mode. As the boom bends, it

creates a reaction force, Ftip , at the boom nozzle which causes a torque at the boom root. This

torque, Tb, is calculated in order to determine it's contribution to the boom dynamics. With the

actual angle for joint 2, q2a, calculated, it must be converted to a force.
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Figure 8: AXb Due to Boom Bending

Joint Angle to Base Frame Position Conversion

To calculate Ftip , start by assuming Axb represents the position of the boom nozzle if it were not

bound to the receiver aircraft as shown in Figure 8. Then, one of two methods is used to

calculate the tip displacement. Some assumptions are made to simplify the Ftip calculation.

First, for the longitudinal controller, only the motion in the Xb, Zb plane is of interest. In Figure

1, frame 3 with origin 03, is equivalent to the boom frame with origin 0 b. This convention is

used throughout this document for clarity. Second, by assuming the distance between the actual

angle, q2a and the desired angle, q2d, is small, one can use the small angle approximation to

calculate the distance from the boom tip to the formation point. The equation

x = r dO (3.9)
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gives the distance in the Xb direction. Similarly, calculating the forward kinematics gives the

position of the boom tip represented by q2a. This cartesian position of the boom tip is

transformed into to base frame coordinates using the inverse kinematic equations for rotation, R3

'0

CoBronm nT C lro n

Figure 9 Bending force calculation segment

The with the tip position represented in the base frame the distance between its position and the

formation point can be calculated as follows:

{CO.{,, KicFPai. (3.10)

+
_-t I

These distances are assumed equivalent to the displacement as the boom bends. This vector is

then transformed into the boom frame to find the component perpendicular to the boom by

• 0

multiplying it with the transformation matrix R(3. The perpendicular component, zIb, is the

fraction of the boom bending that contributes to the torque on the boom. For purposes of this

controller, the displacement distance, AlXb, is positive when the boom is displaced downward
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from the formation point. Figure 8 shows a negative AXb which results from the boom being

displaced above the formation point.

Position Error Conversion to Equivalent Force

Equation (3.12) represents the distance a cantilevered beam will bend when a load P is

applied at a position f from the cantilevered end.

9= - (3.12)

3E1

This equation will be used to determine the equivalent stiffness of the distal boom section due to

axial nozzle loads. Rearranging equation (3.12) gives

P 3E1 (3.13)
3

Equation (3.13) has units of force/length. This is the same as the constant k in the spring

equation

F = -Kdx (3.14)

or

Kspr= P =3EI (3.15)

Then, given the displacement of a beam, the force applied can be determined.

For a hollow beam the area moment of inertia is calculated using the equation

IY = ir(.25)(R " 4 - R, 4 ) (3.16)

where R o and R1 are the inner and outer radii of the beam. In the 1989 GSE study [1], another

factor is included in (3.16) to account for the non-circular cross-section of the telescoping tube.
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Figure 10: Telescoping Boom Cross-Section [Il

A coefficient of

-4.55in 4, is added to equation (3.12) to correct for the radial difference in shape of the

telescoping boom segment's cross section. Figure 10 shows the actual cross-section of the

telescoping boom segment. To use equation (3.11) for this controller we assumed the non-

telescoping upper section of the boom was much stiffer than the telescoping section. Therefore,

the bending is confined to the telescoping boom segment. The length of the cantilever beam is

denoted as L For this problem £ is equivalent to the nominal length of the telescoping boom

section, 12.2 feet. The modulus of elasticity, E is 10.4 x 106 for 7075-T6 aluminum alloy. For

the nominal position of the telescoping boom segment, I = 18.9013in4 . Therefore, K = 191.07

lb/in. Ftip can now be calculated using equation (3.14) where dx is AXb, the position error in

the Xb direction.

F~p =-K(AXb) (3.17)
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The torque rb is found from

'rb = F,, (d3) (3.18)

This torque rb is used as the initial input to rroot or rcommand which drives the ruddevator

plant. It is also used to represent the reaction force on the nozzle as the boom is subjected to

bending. This signal is fed back by the wire connecting the signal rb to the summer upstream of

the boom dynamic model. This is the wire shown departing the lower left comer of the

highlighted section of Figure 9

Ruddevator Control Input Equations

As seen in Figure l Ithe controller model had a summer prior to the ruddervator plant.

This summer is necessary to ensure all signals being fed back are done so in such a manner that

they represent the physical system of the refueling boom. To treat the ruddevator as an ideal

system, this can be done by tapping the signal rroot and feeding it back to the boom plant

directly. This is equivalent to setting root equal to rroot-actual. This procedure will be used

for the analysis of the simulation model. Otherwise, rroot should be passed to the ruddevator

plant in order to create a & to drive the ruddevator response model. The torque due to bending,

rb is further broken into two different values to clarify ruddevator modeling. First, the torque

required to counteract the boom bending will be called b . It is calculated from the torque

equation of (3.18). This torque drives the ruddevator operation. The output of the ruddevator

plant is Troot-actual. The last torque being fed into the first summer is the feed-forward torque

W. This torque derived from the feed-forward block represents the anticipated load the system

will experience as motion is imparted to the boom system. It is the sum of the torque due to
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boom plant dynamics and boom aerodynamic drag. The sum of the torques being added together

is rroot. The equation for rroot is root = mb - rate damping + iff. This force is fed forward to

the next summer only after being multiplied with a transfer function that
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Figure o: Ruddevator Plant Controller Segment

represents the relationship between torque on the ruddevator, Irud, and Troot. To develop this

transfer function several relationships must be identified. First, due to the aerodynamic load on

the ruddevator, there is a net torque acting on it.

r d = Id + k - Cd d (3.19)

where I is the moment of inertia of the ruddevators, cc is the AOA and the dots represent first or

second time derivatives, k is a coefficient that describes the torque on the ruddevator caused by

friction on the ruddevator shaft due to ruddevator rotation, , and C.., is the coefficient of

moment due to rate of change of AOA. Another equation relates the lift force on the ruddevator

in the Xb direction to the AOA:

FL = Ci,,,a qS + Cle, 6 qS (3.20)
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Where Cla and C,, are the coefficient of lift with respect to AOA and the coefficient of lift with

respect to rate of change in AOA. The equation for drag is

FD =CqS (3.21)

where

CD =CdO + (3.22)
rARe

AR is the aspect ratio of the wing, and e is an efficiency factor. Ca was calculated according to

the method outlined in Appendix B according to Etkin [5]. For this study, the range of AOAs

commanded of the ruddevator are so small that the right-most quantity of equation (3.22) was

eliminated from the aerodynamic calculations. The values for the coefficients in equations

(3.21) and (3.22) are included in Table 6.

Table 6: Ruddevator Aerodynamic Properties

11 oeff. V4y tt

q 275.7 psf

S 6.01 ft2
CDO 0.006 -

AR 1.9675 -

e 0.73 -

Cid -24.5044 1/rad

Equation (3.23), relates the AOA to the angles qj, q2, and .6r.

a=-ql -q 2 
+ 8 + - (3.23)

2
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This relationship between the AOA, the joint angles and the ruddevator angle is shown in

Figure 12. Finally, an equation for rroot, the boom torque relates lift and drag to the resultant

torque in the Xb direction by incorporating equation (3.23).

Troot = e,,,dF sin(q1 + q 2) + frdFd cos(q + q2) (3.24)

By combining equations (3.19) through (3.22), and (3.24) we can get a relationship between the

torque on the boom root, and the angles a, ql, and q2. The result is

root = g ,,d sin(q, (s) + q2 (s))qS[CL. + sCLd ](s) +

£rd cos(q1 (s) + q2 (s))qS[CDO + 7.878a2(s)] (3.25)

This is not easily solved for a(s). To make an approximation to it we assume drag is not a

Vwind

h q 2 Z ,

Figure 12: AOA and Ruddevator Angle Relationship

function of angle of attack. This is true for our case as the boom only traverses a small angular

distance. With this assumption, equation (3.25) becomes

[-roo, (s) - ,d cos(q, (s) + q2 (s))qSCDo (3.26)

q,,d sin(q (s) + q2 (s))(sCLd + CLa)
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Finally, substituting for a(s) from equation (3.23) we get a relation in terms of the ruddevator

angle commanded

.5'(s)=ql(s)+q2(S)- 7r  [-roo, (s) - d cos(qa (s) + q 2 (s))qSCD](
2 qf ,ud sin(ql (s) + q 2 (S))(SCLa + CLa )

This equation can be thought of as a command (everything on the r.h.s. is known in the

simulation). Then, position feedback control of the ruddevator angle can be used to deliver the

commanded .(s). Start by taking the time derivative of equation (3.23)

a =-41 - q2 +Sr (3.28)

Then differentiating equation (3.28) again with respect to time we have

tr =dt+4 1 +q 2  (3.29)

Using equations (3.28) and (3.29) to substitute for the derivatives of AOA in equation (3.19) and

then rearranging, the result is an equation relating the ruddevator torques to the ruddevator angle

rud + I(q + 2 )+C(Q41 + 4 2) = I + (Ca + k)S (3.30)

For ease of use, take the Laplace transform of (3.30) to get

T, d +1s 2 (q, +q 2)+Cs(ql +q 2 )=[Is2 + S(Cma +k). (S) (3.31)

Then solving (3.31) for t5r(s) the equation becomes

r d + IrdS2 (q, + q2 ) + C.,s(q + q 2) (332)

Ids 2 + s(Ca + k)]

Then by making rrud(S) the required motor torque, proportional to error in .r, and perhaps its

derivative,
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[K( c (s) - Sr (s)) + Ks(5 c (s) - r (s))]+ Is (q + q2) + C,,s(q +q2)

r + s(C.d + k)j

we have a PD controller around the actual ruddevator angle which is used to drive the ruddevator

plant. Equation (3.33) describes the inputs to an equation relating tf to oir. With equation

(3.27) as the input to equation (3.33), we have a complete relationship between a force

commanded and the resulting ruddevator angle. The non-ideal ruddevator is created by

including Irud and Cma in the ruddevator equations along with a P.D. controller to control the

ruddevator angle. Note that equation (3.33) includes the ruddevator dynamics in the numerator

representing a feed forward model as well as in the denominator where it is thought of as the

system plant being controlled. When the feed forward model in the numerator is omitted the

ruddevator response is degraded even further from the ideal case. Since the feed forward term is

the same as the actual ruddevator plant transfer function, the only error seen in this ruddevator

plant is due to the error in the P.D. controller which arises as a result of imperfect gain selection.

During the simulation process an additional transfer function representing the response of the

ruddevator servo-actuators will be included. This function will not be added to the feed forward

term. This will demonstrate further the effect of having an imperfect feed forward model of the

ruddevator plant.

Ruddevator Plant

The highlighted segment of the controller in Figure 13 calculates the actual load for a

given ruddevator angle. The first step in this block is to transform the boom velocity Vb into the

ruddevator frame using the Rb transformation. Then, the angle of attack is calculated using
r
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trigonometry and the transformed velocity vector. The calculation of the aerodynamic load for

each ruddevator is performed in the "ruddevator aero" block of Figure 13. The Matlab function

Figurem13:[RuddevatorAerodynaic Lo ad Psen

and~ ~ I dragareromp t using equ ats ine3.4andc (31) ce h l n rgaecluae

_I q Tip

for each ruddevator, they are decomposed into forces in the ruddevator frame. The result of this

calculation is a force vector in the ruddevator frame. This vector is passed to the final block

"force to torque conversion" which transforms the ruddevator forces to the boom coordinate

system. The Xb component from each ruddevator is summed and multiplied by £ wa to find

Troot~actual. This signal is passed to the summer upstream of the boom plant. The feed-forward

block highlighted in Figure 14 is used to give the controller a prediction of the torque error

which will occur when the system is excited from steady state. This helps controller keep the

boom tip in place by augmenting the required torque signal with an anticipatory additional force.

Contained within this block is an exact duplicate of the "boom aerodynamics, mass calculations

and Kinematics" block. This block calculates the wind load on the boom using the desired angle

for q2 where the similar block in front of the boom plant calculates the wind load as the boom
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damping of the oscillation in the controller. This signal is the difference between the derivatives

of the actual and desired angles for joint two, Aq '2 = q '2desired - q 'lactual. It is multiplied by

a gain to make its output the same magnitude as the torque signals feeding this summer. Since

the derivative of the angle q2 leads the angle, this phase shifted signal helps damp oscillation in

the system.
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Modeling Limitations

While it is useful to use simulation to determine the performance of a system under

development, there are limitations in the simulator's ability to represent the real system.

Differences between the real system and the simulation range from a lack of sensor noise in the

simulated system to the use of perfect system plants to represent the real system. For example,

in this study's simulation, rate feedback is used to damp out the oscillations inherent in the

uncontrolled boom. While rate feedback performs this function well, as will be shown in the

following chapter, in the real system, rate information must usually be derived by taking the time

derivative of position information or the integral of accelerometer information. Using either of

these methods may be useful when the original signal is differentiated or integrated once, but if

the same signal is then differentiated or integrated again, the signal to noise ratio becomes very

small and using the resultant signal to control the real system may lead to unwanted or

unplanned system performance. Also, as is the case for the KC-10[4], the sensors used to

measure the forces and angles are imperfect. To solve this problem on the KC- 10 uses an

elaborate filter system in order to have a useful signal for controlling the boom. In a real system,

the rate feedback derived from the desired and actual boom angles may produce unanticipated

results. For the ideal case, the rate feedback is useful because it always provides a 90 degree

phase lead to the commanded torque which always results in perfect damping of the boom's

oscillatory nature. If the rate signals were noisy as in the real case, the resultant phase difference

could be unreliable, leading to inaccurate or ineffective damping of the oscillatory response.

Conversely, using the mathematical equivalent of time differentiation or integration in the

controller simulation model may produce results that don't reflect real world operation. A

complaint commonly voiced about simulation models is that designers tend to use a perfect copy

of the boom plant in the feed forward signal calculations. In actuality, it is nearly impossible to
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duplicate the performance of the real system to the degree is can in a designer's model. One

common method of addressing this complaint is to degrade the model used in the feed forward

signal so it doesn't exactly duplicate the plant response. Alternatively, the simulation model

could reflect some of the plant characteristics perfectly and selectively ignore other plant

characteristics. In the non-ideal ruddevator plant tested in chapter four, this method is employed

to show that the ruddevator plant still performs effectively even when the feed forward terms do

not include all ruddevator system characteristics. Specifically, the transfer function for the

control surface hydraulic servo-actuators is incorporated into the ruddevator plant response

model but is purposely left out of the feed forward terms. All of these limitations of modeling

real systems can be accounted for in a simulation model with the result being an accurate

portrayal of the real system.

Summary

This chapter describes the design of the controller and the equations it operates on. The

controller is designed to allow systematic testing of the controller as its complexity is increased.

As the different feedback signals which create rroot are closed around the ruddevator controller,

the response of the ruddevator to the required offsetting torques should improve. This

improvement will show up as a decrease in the magnitude of the bending force on the boom as

the controllers complexity increases. Issues associated with modeling real systems were

addressed and some solutions have been incorporated into the model.
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IV. Analysis

Simulation Approach

Simulations for this study are separated into two parts. The first group of simulations

treats the ruddervator as an ideal system. This means that any commanded torque is immediately

provided by the ruddevator. This is done in the simulation by bypassing the ruddevator

calculation segment and passing the total commanded torque, root, from the first summer after

the boom bending gain straight to the summer preceding the boom plant block. This perfect

ruddevator signal is shown as the dark arrow in Figure 15. Treating the ruddevator as an ideal

Boom Dynamic I T_, h.
Response I

' l . , |ql'd Boom Aerodynamnics, T- . Boom Dynamic q Tip Posiion I

Force to Torque F Ruddevator 8 Ruddevator oPID Torque L

/ o...... ForAce' + I c ... "''

Figure 15: Direct Feedback of Commanded Torque to Boom Plant

component in this manner simplifies validation of the model. More significantly, having an ideal

ruddevator aids the visualization of how the different combinations of feedback, feed forward,

and their relative magnitudes affected the performance of the controller. With an ideal

ruddevator, the different combinations of controller feedback signals can be evaluated without

trying to separate out the effects caused by ruddevator plant error. After the alternatives are

evaluated, the non-ideal ruddevator is connected and the most promising alternatives for
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ruddevator control are evaluated. All simulations in this section, and those in the non-ideal

ruddevator section are conducted with an elevator doublet command signal of three degrees

upward deflection followed by three degrees of downward deflection unless otherwise noted.

This command input results in an initial upward pitching of the aircraft as predicted by the KC-

135 aircraft dynamic model. The elevator command and the resulting forced angle for qj are

plotted together in Figure 16.

Elevator Command

-Elevator input

0 I

-1 -- -------- --------------------2'

0 5 10 15

Time [sec]

Figure 16: 3 Elevator Command and q, Result

Controller Performance With Ideal Ruddevator Plant

Before evaluating any of the closed loop designs the open loop system response must be

evaluated for stability and design correctness. Then the controller can be closed by feeding back

root to simulate a perfect ruddevator. This design's stability will also be verified. Before any

of the alternatives were tested, the actual lift capability of the boom was determined by driving

the ruddevator from positive stop to negative stop and noting the maximum values obtained.

The ruddevator aerodynamics block uses equations (3.20) and (3.21) to calculate the lift and drag

on the ruddevator for any angle of attack. The ruddevators are capable of providing

approximately 50,000 lbs of lift with the ruddevator configuration currently used, and flight
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conditions as identified in Table 5. Recall, the ruddevator's in this system don't have any

dihedral, therefore, in the real system the actual lift capability of the ruddevator's is slightly less.

Open Loop Response

To test the open loop response, the signal fed back, either rroot from the command

input, or rroot-actual from the ruddevator plant is disconnected. Doing this is analogous to

disabling the ruddevator or letting it weathervane just as it does on the KC- 135. (Recall from

chapter three that when zroot or rroot-actual is disconnected the ruddevator drag is omitted and

hence the equilibrium is actually associated with a nonzero ruddevator AOA.) With the

ruddevator model removed, the only forces acting on the boom are the aerodynamic drag on the

boom, gravity, and the spring force associated with bending of the boom. In equilibrium, the

torques about the root created by the gravity forces balance the boom aerodynamic force and the

bending torque is zero. Any disturbances away from this equilibrium position should produce

damped oscillatory motion since all forces acting on the boom act to restore the boom to the

equilibrium position. To ensure the steady state is the starting point for the simulation, the angle

for q2 is established such that gravity and drag counteract each other as closely as possible. This

controller is quiescent at q2 = 56.20. With the steady state response verified, joint one was

excited with an input from the aircraft plant. The controller is excited by transmitting the AOA

from the aircraft plant, which results from the one second pitch doublet initiated by a negative

three degree commanded elevator input. An initial negative elevator input results in a pitch up of

the aircraft and a negative rotation of q1. The system's response was checked to verify the

components in the open loop control system acted according to physical principals. Figure 17

and Figure 18 show the system responded as expected.
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Figure 17: Open Loop Torque Error, ;,
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Figure 18: Open Loop Nozzle Force Fj,

Figure 17 is the commanded torque at the input to the ruddevator plant. At simulation start, there

was no error in the boom position and therefore no torque commanded. The torque builds up as

the boom root initially moves down with the aircraft. The position error is at a maximum at the

end of two seconds as seen in Figure 18. This coincides with the end of the aircraft pitch

doublet. After one second the system response begins to damp out. As the boom angle, q2, does

not increase fast enough to remain at the formation point, the error results in a displacement of

the nozzle downward as the aircraft pitches up. This response is proven in Figure 18. Thus, the

torque represented by Ftip is a restoring torque as expected. Figure 19 verifies the tip position is

in fact acting as expected. If the tip is below the formation point, the deviation in position, as
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measured from the boom tip to the formation point, is in the positive Xb direction. This error

measurement is demonstrated in Figure 8. Finally, Figure 20 and Figure 21 show the torques due

Deviation of boom tip
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Figure 19: Open Loop Tip Deviation, Ax,

to wind and gravity respectively. As link 1 rotates clockwise initially, link 2 must rotate counter-

clockwise to remain at the formation point. As this happens, the boom's angle of incidence with

respect to the wind decreases resulting in decreased boom drag. Similarly, as the motion in link

one occurs and the boom rotates
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Figure 20: Open Loop Wind Load
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Figure 21: Open Loop Gravity Load

downward, the moment caused by gravity is also expected to decrease. With the system's

performance verified and shown to be stable but oscillatory, the controller's feedback loop is

then closed. Upon closing the feedback loop, the system's natural frequency should increase and

its deviations from the formation point should decrease.

The open loop response is analogous to the first coupled control algorithm used on the

KC- 10 which was discussed in chapter two.. In our system an initial angle was selected such

that the wind and gravity forces were perfectly counteracting each other. The result of this angle

selection is that the boom stays motionless if the aircraft plant isn't excited by elevator

deflection. For the initial boom angle the ruddevator has been set so it provides no net force

from lift and drag to the boom. Similarly in the KC-10 open loop control algorithm, a

ruddevator angle is selected that allows the boom to remain stationary at its current position.

Closed Loop Controller Response

Recall from chapter three, in order to simulate the ideal ruddevator, rroot is fed back

without being fed to the ruddevator plant. Figure 22 is the tip force or bending force in the boom
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Figure 22: Closed Loop Tip Force - F p

as a result of tracking errors. The peak tip force is 125 lbs compared to 200 lbs in Figure 18, the

open loop case. Additionally, the frequency of the oscillation has increased slightly. In the open

loop simulation of Figure 18, the oscillation frequency was approximately 0.9 Hz. The

frequency increased to approximately 1.2 Hz for the closed loop simulation. System

performance will ultimately be driven by the ruddevator's ability to respond at the required.
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Figure 23: Closed Loop Torque Command, r o

frequency. Figure 22 shows that the closed loop controller does decrease the bending in the

boom. The commanded torque has decreased from 7900 ft-lbs in the open loop case of Figure
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17, to about 5200 ft-lbs in the closed loop case of Figure 23. This is the expected result when the

control loop is closed.

Closed Loop Response With Increased Gain on Tip Force Feedback

The results of the open loop and closed loop simulations demonstrate that the model is

well behaved but still could use improvement. Next, the results from different improvement

methods are discussed. The first alternative to improve the system was to increase the gain on

the Ftip force. This would drive the ruddevator to provide greater forces with a shorter period.

The result should be an improvement in the tracking of the formation point. The gain used in

this simulation was G = 10. There are two limitations experienced if this method is used. These

limitations are shown in Figure 24 and Figure 25. In Figure 24 the tip forces have decreased by

approximately half of the previous value. The drawback is that the frequency of the system has

increased dramatically. Previously, the frequency was about 1.2 Hz. Now the frequency has

risen to approximately 2.7 Hz. Also note in Figure 25, the improvement in Ftip is obtained at the

cost of increased ruddevator operation frequency which will result in higher natural frequency,
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Figure 24: C.L. Nozzle Force, FjP
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Figure 25: C.L. Commanded Torque, roo

and possible excitation of additional structural vibration modes. While the torque commanded

(Figure 25) in this simulation is achievable, the frequency of the oscillations would likely

introduce unwanted vibration and possibly lead to premature failure of the boom or the

ruddevators. Figure 25 appears at first to be a desirable result, but the cost to the ruddevator for

this decreased rroot is increased operating frequency. Therefore, increasing the gain on Ftip is

not a viable alternative. The next alternative considered is the use of a feed forward signal.

Closed Loop Response With Feed Forward

As discussed in chapter three, using a feed forward signal should help the control system by

providing the ruddevator controller with a prediction of the torque required to drive the system

during a known disturbance in order to produce no tip motion. The feed forward signal is the

difference between the expected wind load and the load due to system inertia and gravity. For

this run the gain on Ftip was set to unity. The feed forward torque, W, is always fed back with

unity gain. The resulting tip force in Figure 26 for the doublet input indicates the addition of the

feed forward signal does improve the system's performance by anticipating the errors in

commanded torque which will occur as a result of boom dynamics. Where the nozzle force was

originally 125 lbs for the basic controller the addition of feed forward has cut the nozzle force to
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approximately 50 lbs. Additionally, using feed forward improves system performance without

increasing the system response frequency. This improvement is the result of the controller

commanding larger loads from the ruddevators in anticipation of deviations which will occur as
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decreased from 5500 to about 3750 ft-lbs. Feed forward is clearly useful for handling known

disturbances such as the pitch doublet from the aircraft plant. However, W can only be used

when there is a measurable deviation to normal operation. If the disturbance is similar to a wind
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gust that affects the receiver position, and the feed forward plant can't be informed of the

disturbance, feed forward will fail to cancel out the loads effectively. The effectiveness of feed

forward is also reduced when the feed forward model is not precise. An alternative that helps in

cases of unknown external forces is the use of a rate feedback signal.

Closed Loop Response With Rate Feedback

Figure 28 and Figure 29 demonstrate how effective the use of rate feedback is. For this

project the rate signal used was the difference in the rates of q2 actual and q2 desired. This

signal when properly gained provides a lead signal which damps out system overshoot. The only

drawback to using rate feedback arises when a high fidelity response is desired to an aggressive

input signal. Because it is a damper, it has the detrimental effect of preventing desirable motions
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Figure 29: ;~and rate feedback

as well as those that are undesirable. The goal of using rate feedback is to determine a gain

value that provides good settling times but doesn't overdamp the system. However, since we are

trying to damp out system transients, the gain must be sufficiently high to cause little error in

boom tip position. Care must be taken to ensure the resultant zRoot is an achievable magnitude

for the ruddevator system. When using simulations, this isn't readily evident unless one

observes the magnitude of Trroot. The torque commanded from the rate feedback had no effect

on the resultant rRoot until the gain was approximately 50,000. At this magnitude, the torque

command from the rate feedback was of the same order of magnitude as the other input forces.

The result shown in Figure 28 and Figure 29 was achieved using a gain of 100,000. Though it

has done a good job of damping out the oscillation, rroot has increased in comparison to the no

damping case. Where it was about 5500 ft-lbs with no damping, 7root has increased in

magnitude to roughly 5750 ft-lbs. The trend is for the maximum zroot to increase as the

damping gain is increased.

Closed Loop Response with Rate Feedback. Gain = 1,000,000

As expected, the magnitude of root increased as the gain was increased. The gain on

the damping term for this simulation was 1,000,000. Figure 30 and Figure 31 show the result.
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Figure 31: Torque Command, Rate Feedback

The nozzle force seems to be very desirable but the commanded torque has risen even further to

roughly 7000 ft-lbs. While it damps oscillations very well, root is now increasing the demand

on the ruddevator. Even though rroot is increasing, it is still well within the limits of the

ruddevator's capabilities. This turns out to be a very desirable outcome. It is clear that some

combination of wand rate feedback is desirable in order to minimize the initial Zroot due to

tracking error and to minimize the system oscillation. As expected, as the controller complexity

increases, the output response is better.
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Closed Loop Response with Feed Forward and Rate Feedback

By combining rate feedback and feed forward, the resulting controller responds to predicted

inputs while being relatively well damped in response to unmeasured system disturbances.

Figure 32 and Figure 33 demonstrate the traits of both types of feedback systems. While the

result is oscillatory, it is reasonably damped. The damping gain for this case was 100,000. The

nozzle force shown in Figure 32 isn't smaller than that of Figure 30, but the settling time is

shorter. Since the goal of our controller design was to minimize the nozzle forces in the short

period which result from nozzle tracking errors, the decrease in oscillation is desirable. Also, the

magnitude of rroot has decreased. This is due to the effectiveness of the feed forward term. As

it anticipates the torque needed, the controller reacts sooner to tracking errors. This results in

smaller overshoots during the forced motion segment of the simulation.
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To validate the trend in performance, the simulation was run again with a damping

feedback of 1,000,000. The results are shown in Figure 34 and Figure 35.
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Figure 34: N.F., rrf and Rate Feedback G = 1M

The results of this run demonstrate the benefit of adding damping. The nozzle forces are

negligible and the commanded torque hasn't changed in magnitude from the previous run with

the gain set to 100,000. Of all the simulations, this combination of rate feedback and f

promises the best performance for controlling the non-ideal ruddevator system. The following

sections will discuss the performance of the controller when the ruddevator is non-ideal.
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Closed Loop Controller With Non-Ideal Ruddevator Plant.

To simulate the real ruddevator, the direct feedback of the commanded torque, Troot is disabled.

In its place a model of the ruddevator plant which is commanded using a calculated ruddevator

angle command, (5', derived from Troot. (5' is computed using the method outlined in chapter

r r

three using rroot as the input command. The commanded ruddevator angle, 45' is passed to the

ruddevator plant which calculates the response to the command and outputs ,. Feed forward of

the ruddevator characteristics provides the same benefits for the ruddevator as it did for the

boom. It provides an additional signal which anticipates the magnitude of the error in the

ruddevator angle which will occur. The signal, 5r, is passed to the next module which calculates

the actual aerodynamics. The equations used in this section are the same as those used to derive

,'. This time however, the equations are solved in the forward direction to get zroot-actual.

The plant is called a real plant because the inertia of the ruddevator, rud, Ce, and hydraulic

actuator lag are incorporated into the ruddevator plant. Additionally, the actual ruddevator

angle, c5r, is used as feedback to 15 c through a proportional, integral, derivative, (PID) controller.

Regardless of the fidelity with which this PID controller is tuned, there will be error in the output
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signal. This error will be propagated to the ruddevator aerodynamics module. To demonstrate

the effect of this error, consider the following case. The boom is currently at rest. Its resting

angle, q2 is 0.981334 radians. Assume a 8' of 0.5911 is commanded. Then using the

relationship between AOA and ruddevator angle from chapter three, a = -(ql +q2) + 5c + 7r/2,

ot will have a value of -0.0016 radians. Now, if an error in 65 ofjust 0.0005 radians occurs as

the PID works to match cir to 6 , the result is an cx of 0.0021 radians. This represents a change

in a of 31.3 percent. So with a PID controller designed to work for one set of initial conditions

there are going to be errors if the ruddevator system operates with a different set of initial

conditions. This error in the PID controller is going to cause errors in the resulting AOA. Thus,

this system represents a real, non-ideal ruddevator control system. Figure 36 is a sample taken

from a plot where the feed forward and rate feedback to the boom plant are set to zero gain and

the proportional controller on the feedback of r is set to 10,000. Note the error between r and

c . Though the external signals have been shut off, the ruddevator still has feed forward

augmenting the commanded ruddevator angle. The hydraulic damping term is not included in

any of the following plots except as noted below. Even with the gain tuned, there is error in the

signal sent to the ruddevator. This is similar to the response in a real system. The signal

produced by the controller is not perfect, some error is introduced into the output signal. The

error in the signals appears as a phase shift where the output signal lags the input signal. Figure

37 shows the difference in the values of rroot and root-actual. The error is more difficult to see

because of the magnitudes of each signal.

To minimize this error, the gain on the proportional controller can be tuned to perform

better. However, when the gain on the controller is tuned to accommodate one operating

condition, its performance degrades quickly when the controller operates off this set point. To
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demonstrate, the gain on the proportional controller was raised to 30,000. the result is shown in

Figure 38 and Figure 39. The error in the signal is very small but still non-zero.
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Figure 40 and Figure 41 verify this characteristic. The error in the phase of both 8 and

rroot-actual is larger when excited by the larger 15 degree elevator input. This characteristic of

controller design forces the designer to de-tune the gains in order to produce desirable

performance over a large operating regime. The use of a non optimal gain for the operating

conditions being simulated results in non-ideal performance of the ruddevator control system.

All of the following simulations were run with the proportional controller gain on the ruddevator

set equal to 10,000.
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This section of chapter four will discuss the performance of each controller alternative,

beginning with the least complex alternative. The first simulation is a verification run to ensure

the model is stable with the non-ideal ruddevator plant. The following runs will examine feed

forward, rate feedback, and the combination of both of these design options. There is one

additional factor limiting the performance of the real ruddevator. In the case of the ideal plant it

is assumed the ruddevator can supply any amount of force required. This is not true for the non-

ideal plant. Here one must be aware that the ruddevator is only allowed a certain range of

motion. This means that it cannot provide unlimited torque as was assumed in the ideal plant

simulations. The ruddevator on the KC-135 currently has deflection limits in both the positive

and negative directions of 0.2433 radians. As discussed earlier, if a specific commanded torque

is not achievable by the ruddevators, the graph will show a root signal where the peaks of the

signal are chopped as a result of the ruddevator reaching the stop in either the positive or

negative 5r direction.

Closed Loop Performance With Non-Ideal Ruddevator Plant

It was expected that the non-ideal plant would tend to limit the responsiveness of the

ruddevator and therefore cause the magnitude of the oscillation overshoots to increase. This

would tend to drive the controller closer to instability. The nozzle force of Figure 42 is the same

as that of the ideal ruddevator controller case, Figure 22. The maximum nozzle force is 125 lbs.

The overshoot on Figure 43 is still approximately 5500 ft-lbs. The main difference between this

run for the non-ideal case and the similar run for the ideal case, Figure 23, is the that the signal

doesn't decay as it did in the ideal case. Rather, the phase lag in the output signal results in a

very small growth in the system oscillation. Increasing the gain in the PD controller may

improve this response. The results of increased PD controller gains will be shown later. This

unstable, oscillatory characteristic of the non-ideal ruddevator plant makes it a good candidate
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Figure 43: r,, With Non-Ideal Ruddevator

for rate feedback. No other change has occurred in the response of the plain non-ideal boom

controller compared with its ideal counterpart except for a lack of decay in the oscillation with

time.

The ALAS boom controller architecture for the KC- 10 is similar to the configuration

used in this simulation run. This architecture uses the force at the boom tip as the signal to drive

the ruddevators analogous to the ALAS using boom midspan bending stress to drive the

ruddevators. In this simulation case, the goal is to zero out the error in the nozzle force. It will
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be shown that one can improve on the performance of the KC-1O's ALAS controller through the

use of feed forward and rate feedback.

Non-Ideal Ruddevator Controller With Feed Forward

This simulation was performed with the feed forward gain set to unity. One expects the

system response to decrease with the use of feed forward because of its ability to anticipate the

required torque and augment the commanded torque accordingly. In a perfect system, the feed

forward should be able to eliminate all error in the system response. The simulations using the

ideal ruddevator plant didn't show a perfect response. The reason for this error was investigated

after all feed forward simulations indicated the same type of error in feed forward occurred. A

discussion of the likely reason for this error and a possible solution will be discussed at the end

of this chapter. The non-ideal ruddevator system didn't show perfect performance with feed

forward either. However, as shown in Figure 44, it did succeed in decreasing the magnitude of

the boom bending because of its anticipatory nature. Where Ftip was 125 lbs in the basic

controller design of Figure 42, the nozzle force was only 50 lbs for the feed forward
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case. In the basic non-ideal controller, root averages 5750 ft-lbs compared with an average

torque of 2000 ft-lbs (Figure 45) when feed forward is added. The spike to 6000 ft-lbs seen in

the first second of operation is the result of the feed forward signal augmenting the force which

would normally be commanded in the basic controller. The basic controller had no similar initial

burst of torqueing. This indicates that the feed forward is helping the controller anticipate the

required torques.

Non-Ideal Ruddevator Controller With Rate Feedback

As the gain on the rate feedback increased, the system response improved for the ideal

ruddevator case. Additionally testing showed that if the gain were increased to one million the

resulting nozzle force for the ideal controller was a flat line. Using a gain of one million caused

the non-ideal plant to go unstable. Additional simulations showed that a gain of 400,000 was

near the maximum magnitude gain which could be used and still maintain a stable system.
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Figure 46: Nozzle Force With Rate Feedback, G=400,000
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Figure 47: r,,0, With Rate Feedback, G=400,000

The nozzle force in Figure 46 appears to be satisfactory but rroot-actual of Figure 47 is larger

than the response of the basic non-ideal controller. It has increased from approximately 5750 ft-

lbs to nearly 7000 ft-lbs. While it is desirable to minimize the torques commanded of the

ruddevator, the true purpose of this controller is to minimize the nozzle forces. Figure 46 is a

definite improvement over the basic plant response of Figure 42. The nozzle force dropped from

125 lbs to only 25 lbs at the boom's maximum transient. This is a 125% improvement in system

performance.
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As shown the simulations for the feed forward and rate feedback are excellent tools for

modifying the response of the non-ideal closed loop controller. Used in combination, the result

is impressive.

Non-Ideal Controller With Rate Feedback and -r

The expected result of combining feed forward and rate feedback is a system response

with very small excursions during the time in which root motion occurs, with a flat line nozzle

force response for the boom after the aircraft returns to a quiescent state. Figure 48 shows this is

just what happened. There is a slight error in the nozzle force while the aircraft is moving about,

but once the aircraft is quiescent the nozzle forces completely disappear. This is the controller
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Figure 48: Nozzle Force with iff and Rate Feedback, G=400,000
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which would best be incorporated onto the KC-135 for longitudinal automatic control. Note

however, 7root-actual increased even more than for the rate feedback only case. Figure 49

shows rroot-actual increased from 5750 to about 6500 ft-lbs. The rate feedback is working

extremely hard to damp the nozzle oscillations. While this occurs, the feed forward term is

augmenting the signal to counter the lag in torque requirements occurring at the boom plant.

Regardless, this required torque is still an order of magnitude less than the maximum available

torque; roughly 50,000 ft-lbs. This controller, though more complex than the other alternatives,

would effectively eliminate all nozzle forces when an input qj of the size of Figure 16 is used. It

is arguable that the aircraft response this controller was tested against is entirely too benign to be

a valid demonstration of nozzle force cancellation for the KC-135 refueling boom. In

consideration of this viewpoint, the next section of this chapter introduces variations to the flight

conditions of both the tanker and the refueled aircraft.

Operating Condition Variations

Once the controller's configuration was stable, the final step was to test the selected

controller against other variations in the operating environment.
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Figure 50 is the commanded deflection of the elevator surface for the KC-135. The response is

shown in the same plot. This is a very aggressive input for a tanker when it's refueling. The

response of the boom controller is shown in Figure 51 and Figure 52. The Nozzle Force

remained low, and the value of rroot-actual is still within the capabilities of the ruddevator. At

the beginning of this section the non-ideal plant was discussed. In that discussion the effect of

inaccuracies in reproduction of the commanded signals was identified. This effect is further

amplified when the model input is increased in magnitude. Additionally, if the feed forward
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term used to augment the ruddevator command does not exactly match the physical system it is

modeling, the result is an increase in the error between the commanded response and the real

result. In this next case, such a condition occurs. In the ruddevator plant a transfer function

representing the hydraulic servo-actuators was inserted just after the PD controller of Figure 71

in appendix D. The effect was to increase the phase error in the output response. When

compared with Figure 38, the error in the
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Figure 53: Ruddevator Error, P gain = 30K, Elev. comm = 15, w/ hyd. T.F.
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Figure 54: Torque Error, P gain = 30K, Elev comm = 15, w/Hyd. T.F.

ruddevator response, 8r, has increased (Figure 53). Similarly, the error in the commanded torque

has increased also (Figure 54). For the simulation run shown in Figure 53 and Figure 54, the
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feed forward and the rate feedback were set to zero, and the ruddevator proportional controller

gain was set to 30,000. With a hydraulic transfer function in the ruddevator plant of the form

500 / (s + 500), and the larger elevator input driving the model, the response was different but

still controllable. The response of the controller with this additional lag and the larger elevator

command is shown in Figure 55 and Figure 56. The nozzle force is greater than that seen in

Figure 51 with no servo-actuator in the ruddevator plant, but the force is still well below the

magnitudes seen in the basic non-ideal controller. These figures demonstrate the robustness of

this controller. To make the controller remain stable in this condition, the gain on the rate

feedback was decreased to 300,000 versus the original 400,000 of the case above.
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Fine tuning this number would further flatten the nozzle force curve. The magnitude of rroot_

actual has increased dramatically for this case but is still within the limits of the ruddevator.

Note the oscillatory nature of the torque root-actual. This high frequency torque output is the

result of high rate motion of the ruddevator. A rate feedback gain should be chosen that

minimizes this oscillation. To summarize the performance of the controller under conditions of

large aircraft motion, the response is similar to that seen for the small amplitude aircraft motion,

but, the magnitude of rroot-actual grew an order of magnitude though still being within

ruddevator performance limits. Additionally, the error between root and the resultant rroot_

actual increased as a result of the de-tuning necessary to ensure the controller is stable for all of

the cases tested.

The Coup de Grace

One more test demonstrates the utility of this controller. The most rigorous test of this

controller is in a condition where both the tanker and the receiver aircraft are moving. The

motion of the tanker has already been shown to be manageable. Performance of the controller

can also be ascertained when the formation point is allowed to move relative to the tanker's CG.

In this section two cases are shown. The first case demonstrates the controllers performance

when the formation point is moving. A second case shown after this case shows the

improvement in controller performance when the feed forward model for the boom has

knowledge of the moving formation point. A sinusoidal motion of ±1.4 feet was added to the

initial position of the formation point to represent it moving vertically still within the bounds of

the continuous refueling envelope. This represents an angular variation of 2 degrees above or

below the ideal formation point. For this first simulation, the signal was only fed to the tip

position calculation block. In the lower left corner of Figure 64 in Appendix D, the formation

point is shown feeding into the mux prior to the kinematics and aerodynamic block and feeding
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into the tip position calculation block. To simulate the motion of the formation point being a

force the feed forward boom plant has no knowledge of, separate formation point drivers are

used as input for the two locations currently fed by the one block. The block connected to the tip

position error calculation had a sinusoidal signal added to the static formation point. This has

the effect of moving the formation point while keeping the information on the motion of the

formation point from the feed forward block. The controller's response to these conditions is

shown below. The sinusoidal
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Figure 57: Nozzle Force, Controller w/ Moving F.P.
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nature of the moving formation point is evident in Figure 60. After the aircraft's motion is

damped out the controller has an oscillating error in the nozzle force. This is the result of the
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feed forward term failing to accurately predict the boom error. The magnitude of the nozzle

force shown in Figure 59 is still better than most of the controller options under ideal conditions.

Finally, if the boom controller had knowledge about the position of the formation point as it

moved relative to the CG of the tanker aircraft, this information could help drive the feed

forward term. This is feasible if Trosen's formation hold autopilot were implemented. Then, the

motion of the formation point would be a result of tracking error in the trailing aircraft's

autopilot. This would give a more concrete indication of the boom controller's formation point

tracking performance. To simulate the boom feed forward term having knowledge of the

formation point's motion, the formation point block in Figure 64 of Appendix D is reconnected

as shown in that figure and a sinusoidal signal is added. This would give an even flatter response

than that seen in Figure 57 and Figure 58. This next set of plots demonstrates the benefit of

accurate feed forward plant modeling.
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Figure 59: Nozzle Force, Controller w/ Feed Forward and Moving F.P.
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The nozzle force dropped by half and the required torques are still achievable. Note however,

oscillation is beginning in the ruddevator controller. This is a result of a gain on the rate

feedback term being set too high. The importance of tuning the controller for the widest array of

conditions becomes clear. One could attempt to use an ideally tuned controller for each

condition occurring during the refueling operations. This could be accomplished by using a look

up table for the gains to be used in the ruddevator proportional controller and the rate feedback

based on the current angular rates of each joint. In this way the controller would gain robustness

while maximizing the performance for a given set of conditions.

Feed Forward Imperfection

Throughout the analysis it was clear that the feed forward was not performing as an ideal

feed forward even though the inverse boom plant used in the feed forward block is a duplicate of

the boom plant with only minor changes made in order to output a torque instead of an angle for

joint 2. After evaluating the two versions of the boom plant and comparing the signals from

each of the subcomponents, it became clear that those terms in the boom plant which used any of

the derivative signals derived in the block did not match the corresponding signals in the inverse

boom plant block. This meant that either the integration algorithm used in the Simulink
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integrator block was inaccurate or the time derivative block in Simulink was not performing

well. To see if this was the cause of the problem, a demonstration was performed where a

sinusoidal signal was passed through two derivative blocks and then passed through two

integration blocks. Evaluation of the output of each block in the chain revealed that after passing

through two derivative blocks the output signal was badly deformed. If a simple sinusoidal

signal is differentiated twice, the expected result is a sinusoidal signal 180 degrees out of phase

with the input signal. This was not the case. The output of the second derivative block was

badly distorted. To verify that this was not a platform specific problem, the Matlab webpage

was consulted. On the Matlab website there is a knowledge base article that stated that there is

an inherent inaccuracy in the derivative block which MathWorks, the makers of Matlab,

acknowledged. The error in the derivative block is noticeably exacerbated when the derivative

block's output is fed into another derivative block.

To correct for this problem, there is another possible method which could be used to

determine the derivative of a desired input. By using the Jacobian developed in the Robotica

program, one could calculate a relation between the angular velocity of the controlled joint, q2

with respect to the angular velocity of the prescribed motion joint, ql. This method is discussed

in detail in Appendix D.

Impact of Controller Performance on UAV Refueling

The analysis shows that an order of magnitude reduction in the radial nozzle force

occurred when the complexity of the controller was increased by adding rate feedback and feed

forward. The research showed that when the boom controller is used in conjunction with a very

rigid receiver where the formation point follows a trajectory driven by the receiver aircraft, the

controller is very effective at minimizing nozzle forces due to boom bending. This analysis

implicitly assumed then that the receiver was an infinitely stiff system which could not be moved
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about by the boom. In reality, the compliance of a vehicle is not a zero compliance system. For

example, a fighter sized aircraft gets moved around some if the boomer is not very agile on the

boom control sticks. A fighter is more compliant than an aircraft the size of a transport.

Therefore, the effect of large nozzle forces would be more detrimental on the fighter or a large

UAV that is approximately the size of a small fighter. Consider then the effect of high nozzle

forces on the lightweight or 6,000 lb class UAV. It inherently has less control authority than the

larger vehicles because it requires less control authority to maneuver its smaller mass, and hence

is more compliant that the larger UAVs. Therefore, unless the nozzle forces are decreased from

those currently refueled aircraft experience, it is possible that the motion of the boom would

override the small UAV's autopilot. With the order of magnitude reduction in the nozzle loading

when the complex controller demonstrated in this study is used, the impact on the lightweight

UAV is greatly reduced and rigid boom refueling may be feasible. The reduction in the nozzle

force demonstrated with this study's controller is a good first indication that lightweight

refueling is possible.

An analysis of the compliance of the different sizes of UAVs would allow the boom

control designer to determine what level of nozzle force is acceptable when refueling a

lightweight UAV. Unfortunately, the compliance of an aircraft is not easily determined. While

we know from flying experience that the boom can move a fighter size aircraft around while it is

connected, it is much more difficult to analyze the compliance represented by the motion of that

aircraft as it is pushed about by a boom. The evaluator would have to know the characteristics of

the force imparted to the coupled aircraft, and then be able to track the motion of the connected

aircraft as it is pushed about. The analysis would require integration of the interaction between

the boom controller and autopilot used to maintain flight formation of the tanker and receiver

aircraft. To further determine the benefit of the decreased nozzle forces seen in this study's

controller, the compliance of the vehicle to be refueled must be known.
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Summary

Testing of the controller design was performed in three phases. The open loop plant was

evaluated by exciting angle ql, with the result of an elevator pitch doublet command to the

aircraft plant. The open loop controller proved stable but very oscillatory. Next, the controller

was converted to a closed loop, ideal design by feeding back rb . This is analogous to feeding

back the signal from an ideal ruddevator where rroot.actual exactly matches root. This proved

to be stable but had an undesirable but expected increase in the controller's natural frequency.

To damp out this oscillation, various modifying signals were applied to the input of the

ruddevator plant. The best option appeared to be a combination of rate feedback and feed

forward. With the gain on the rate feedback set to 1,000,000 and the feed forward working to

correct the initial error, the nozzle force was nearly zero for the ideal ruddevator.

The data indicate that for the non-ideal boom controller the best alternative is to use feed

forward in conjunction with rb to control the ruddevator. The anticipatory characteristic of the

feed forward signal helps to minimize the error in the boom position during the period the

aircraft is in motion. This results in a reduction of root-actual because the controller is not

required to correct for the large errors which occur when the plant operates with simple Tb

feedback. The rate feedback was decreased from 1,000,000 to 300,000, and the PD controller in

the ruddevator plant was established at 10,000 to maintain stable controller operation under the

largest range of refueling disturbances. 0

After performing the simulations and analyzing them, it was clear that the feed forward

was not as effective as it should have been. Analysis showed the error in the feed forward signal

resulted from use of the Simulink derivative block to calculate the first and second derivatives of

q2d which were needed to calculate the inertial and coriolis terms in the inverse boom plant.
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Further analysis showed that another method could be used to determine the desired derivatives.

This method is outlined in Appendix E.
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V. Conclusions and Recommendations

Conclusions

Through the use of a computer simulation model, the performance of an ideal KC-135

refueling boom controller was validated. As the complexity of the model increased, its ability to

eliminate nozzle forces as the tanker moved from a steady state condition improved. Beginning

with a basic open-loop controller, a pitch doublet was applied to joint one. The controller proved

to be stable. Then the loop was closed on the controller with m feedback as the input in order to

represent a perfect ruddevator.

To this basic model, several different design alternatives were applied to determine their

relative benefit or harmful effect. The use of a gain on the sensed nozzle force as a control

concept proved to be detrimental to the system's performance. When the nozzle force was

amplified, it had the effect of increasing the natural frequency of the refueling boom. The

ruddevator was commanded to oscillate at a frequency which would likely prove catastrophic in

a real ruddevator system. A gain of one order of magnitude on the bending torque resulted in an

increase of the system's natural frequency from 0.9 Hz to 2.7 Hz.

Next a feed forward signal was added to the commanded ruddevator torque. This had

the effect of decreasing the overshoot of the boom through the duration of the aircraft plant

motion. This resulted in a reduction of the nozzle force from 125 lbs to 50 lbs. After feed

forward was proven to be an effective method to anticipate the torque needed to keep the boom

stationary, a rate feedback signal was tested to determine its ability to dampen the oscillations in

the system response. Increasing the gain on this signal resulted in decreased settling time of the

nozzle force and a decrease in its magnitude.

Finally, the ideal controller was tested with a combination of both rate feedback and feed

forward. This combination proved to be most effective at reducing nozzle force. As the gain on
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the rate feedback was increased, the nozzle force was damped out more effectively. The feed

forward had the effect of minimizing the error in commanded torque during the pitch doublet.

After the ideal ruddevator validated the performance of the control concepts, a non-ideal

ruddevator plant was used to produce the commanded torques.

The non-ideal ruddevator plant didn't match the commanded torque because of the phase

lag between the commanded ruddevator angle and the actual ruddevator angle. As the gain on

the Proportional controller was tuned for a specific scenario the phase lag in the ruddevator angle

decreased. Unfortunately, as the conditions changed in the subsequent simulations the gain had

to be readjusted downward from 30,000 to 10,000 to ensure system stability. The controller was

tested against the same combination of rate feedback and plant response feed forward as for the

ideal design. The combination of rate feedback and feed forward resulted in the smallest forces

being imparted to the nozzle. A rate feedback gain of 300,000 aided in damping out the nozzle

force without contributing to the growth of the commanded torque. The only limitation to the

use of rate feedback is that it has a tendency to increase the error in the system response during

the period when the boom system is undergoing prescribed plant motion. High gains on the rate

feedback result in large rroot commands. This is a characteristic of the non-ideal ruddevator.

The addition of an inertial term for the ruddevator resulted in a lag in the output signal. This lag

acted to damp system overshoot independent of the rate feedback signal. Adding rate feedback

at too high a gain resulted in a phase shift of Troot-actual. This shift had the effect of adding to

the error instead of helping to eliminate the error. The best design alternative was found to be

feed forward in conjunction with a rate feedback signal with a gain 300,000.

The nozzle forces produced using the most complex controller design are an order of

magnitude less than those obtained using a simple force feedback design such as that of the KC-

10's ALAS system. The nozzle forces determined for the basic controller are in the same range
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as those seen in the KC-10 boom when the ALAS is operating. The KC-10 boom experiences

bending loads of nearly 100 lbs [4] compared to 125 lbs seen in this study's basic controller.

The reduction of nozzle force by an order of magnitude for the complex controller means that

this controller is a better design to use when refueling light UAV's or other lightweight air

vehicles.

Recommendations

The development of this design is the first step to creating a controller capable of

operating the KC- 135 refueling boom without a boom operator. The design gains must be

adjusted once the controller is validated against the response characteristics of the actual boom.

Some aerial testing of the boom response to a pitch doublet would help to verify the result of this

study. Additionally, a lateral controller must be designed so all three axes of boom motion can

be evaluated. Once a lateral model is designed, a comprehensive parametric study of the model

should be performed. This study should evaluate the performance of the combined controller at

different airspeeds and altitudes to verify its performance over the largest envelope of operating

conditions.

It was noted that the boom's natural frequency with the closed loop controller was

approximately 1.2 Hz when the closed loop controller was implemented. An evaluation of the

effect of this rate of signal change to the ruddevator should be performed to ascertain whether

operation at 1.2 Hz is within the capabilities of the real ruddevator.

The controller in this study was primarily designed to track a formation point which

remains constant with respect to the tanker CG. If the controller were made to track moving

formation point, the boom could be driven about its envelope by varying the formation point. A

test was performed to demonstrate the boom's capability to minimize nozzle forces when the

formation point moved. The results indicate that this method of controlling the boom merits
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further development. Also, to demonstrate the effectiveness of the boom controller while

tracking a moving formation point, Trosen's formation hold autopilot should be added to the

simulation. Then the simulation could be tested to determine the boom performance in the

presence of external disturbances such as wind gusts.

To ascertain the benefit of the nozzle force reduction, an analysis of the lightweight

UAV's compliance should be conducted. This information would enable a comparison of the

controller's performance with lightweight UAVs versus its performance with heavy transport

aircraft. Another alternative would be to obtain a lightweight aircraft plant model and use it as

the vehicle maintaining position at the formation point.

Past experience on boom controller design for the KC- 10 proved that higher order modal

analysis of the boom should be conducted.[4] This analysis could be used to modify the nozzle

force equation in the boom controller in order to more accurately represent the real KC- 135

boom.

Better data on the KC-135 boom's physical properties should be incorporated into the

model to replace the estimates of ruddevator moment of inertia, boom stiffness and mass

properties used in this study.

Finally, this controller architecture should be expanded to control both the lateral and

longitudinal motions of the refueling boom.
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Appendix A

Robotica Input and Results
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This appendix outlines the method used to derive the boom transformation and dynamics

matrices. The method is based on Spong[14]. The robotic development tool, Robotica is used to

calculate all parameters.
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Robotica Equations

The user must orient the coordinate frames according to the Denavit-Hartenberg (DH)

method's criteria. Once the base coordinate frame, with origin 00, is drawn, the DH method

guides the orientation of each joint with respect to the joint's origin frame. Specifically, if a

joint is revolute, the Z-axis of the coordinate frame lies parallel with the joint's axis of rotation.

If the joint is prismatic, the Z-axis lies in the direction of extension of the joint. The remainder

of each coordinate frame is laid out following the right hand rule with some additional

restrictions on the X-axis of each frame. After defining the coordinate frames, the DH method

identifies the link parameters that must be documented. These parameters include each link's

mass, moment of inertia, center of mass, and the direction gravity acts, represented as a vector in

the system's base frame.

Because a robotic representation of the refueling system is used, some assumptions will

make working with the DH method simpler. When a revolute joint is followed by a prismatic

joint, as is the case at joint two and three, the DH method directs that both joints be co-located at

the origin of the revolute joint. For this model, this means joint three, the telescoping joint of the

boom is actually placed at the boom root, coincident with joint two. This has no effect on the

mass distribution and the related center of mass calculations of the boom. The values for mass

and center of mass of the boom are based on its actual configuration. Therefore d3 is an input to

the mass and center of mass function within Simulink, but the function uses it to determine the

actual length of each segment of the boom. Because joints two and three are co-located, we can

assume that link two has no mass or inertia. Instead, the mass of link two can be lumped in with

the mass of link three. With these assumptions directing the robot representation, the data file is

created and recorded in the Robotica program. The output of the program is a data file that

includes the forward kinematic equations for both orientation and position, and the equations of
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motion of the robot representation. While the basic system comprised of the aircraft, boom root,

and telescoping joint can be modeled in the DH fashion, the transformations from the boom

frame to the left and right ruddevators must still be calculated by hand. However, their mass and

its effects on the boom arm are included in the boom dynamic equations.

This is the input data for the Robotica program. It includes all the orientation
information and dynamics data for the robotic boom representation

A Robotica input data file for a six DOF simulation
of a KC- 135 Refueling Boom

The base frame is an inertial reference frame that is "connected" to
the aircraft Center of Gravity by a spherical joint.

DOF = 3
The Denavit-Hartenberg Parameters:
jointl = revolute
al =49
alphal 0
dl =0
thetal = ql
joint2 = revolute
a2=0
alpha2 = 90
d2= 0
theta2 = q2
joint3 = prismatic
a3=0
alpha3 = 0
d3 = d3
theta3 = 0

DYNAMICS

gravity vector = {0,-g,0}
massl = 0
center of mass = {0,0,0}
inertia matrix = {0,0,0,0,0,0}
mass2 = 0
center of mass = {0,0,0}
inertia matrix = {0,0,0,0,0,0}
mass3 = m3
center of mass = {0,0,-bx}
inertia matrix = {Ix3,0,O,Iy3,0,Iz3}
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This file is the output of all data of the Robotica program. It includes all elements of the T (transformation), J
(velocity jacobian), M (mass and inertia), C (coriolis), and G (gravity) matrices. They are listed by their cell position
within the respective matrices. It is in original format to preserve organization.

T03[1,1] = Cos[ql + q2]

T03[2,1] = Sin[ql + q2]

T03[3,11 = 0

T03[4,1] = 0

T03[1,2] = 0

T03[2,2] = 0

T03[3,2] = 1

T03[4,2] = 0

T03[1,3] = Sinfql + q2]

T03[2,3) = -Cos[ql + q2]

T03[3,3J = 0

T03[4,31 = 0

T03[1,4] = 49 Cos[ql] + d3 Sin[ql + q2]

T03[2,4] = -(d3 Cos[ql + q2]) + 49 Sin[ql)

T03[3,4] = 0

T03[4,4] = 1

J[1,11 = C1*C2*d3 - 49*Sl - d3*S1*S2

J[f2,] = 49*C1 + d3*Sin[12]

J[3,1] = 0

J[4,11 = 0

J[5,1] = 0

J[6,1] = 1

J[1,21 = C1*C2*d3 - d3*Sl*S2

J[2,2] = d3*Sin[12]

J[3,2] = 0

J[4,2] = 0

J[5,2] = 0

J[6,2] = 1

J[1,3] = Sin[12]

J[2,3] = -(C1*C2) + S1*S2
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J[3,3] = 0

J[4,3] = 0

J[5,3] = 0

J[6,3] = 0

C[I,1] = m3 (-(bx d3'[t]) + d3 d3'[t] + 49 Sin[q2] d3'[t] -

> 49 bx Cos[q2] q2'[t] + 49 d3 Cos[q2] q2'[t])

C[2,1] = (-bx + d3) m3 (d3'[t] - 49 Cos[q2] ql'[t])

C[3,1] = m3 (bx ql'[t] - d3 ql'[t] - 49 Sin[q2] ql'[t] + bx q2'[t] -

> d3 q2'[t])

C[1,2] = m3 (-(bx d3'[t]) + d3 d3'[t] + 49 Sin[q2] d3'[t] -

> 49 bx Cos[q2] ql'[t] + 49 d3 Cos[q2] ql'[t] - 49 bx Cos[q2] q2'[t] +

> 49 d3 Cos[q2] q2'[t])

C[2,2] = (-bx + d3) m3 d3'[t]

C[3,2] = (bx - d3) m3 (ql'[t] + q2'[t])

C[1,31 = m3 (-bx + d3 + 49 Sin[q2]) (ql'[t] + q2'[t])

C[2,3] = (-bx + d3) m3 (ql'[t] + q2'[t])

C[3,3] = 0
2 2

M[1,1] = Iy3 + 2401 m3 + bx m3 - 2 bx d3 m3 + d3 m3 - 98 bx m3 Sin[q2) +

> 98 d3 m3 Sin[q2]

2 2
M[2,1] = Iy3 + bx m3 - 2 bx d3 m3 + d3 m3 - 49 bx m3 Sin[q2] +

> 49 d3 m3 Sin[q2]

M[3,1] = -49 m3 Cos[q2]

2 2
M[I,2] = Iy 3 + bx m3 - 2 bx d3 m3 + d3 m3 - 49 bx m3 Sin[q2] +

> 49 d3 m3 Sin[q2]

2 2
M[2,2] = Iy 3 + bx m3 - 2 bx d3 m3 + d3 m3

M[3,2] = 0

M[1,3] = -49 m3 Cos[q2]

M[2,3] = 0

M[3,3] = m3

g[l] = -49 g m3 Cos[ql] + bx g m3 Sin[ql + q2] - d3 g m3 Sin[ql + q2]

g[2] = (bx - d3) g m3 Sin[ql + q2]

g[3] = g m3 Cos[ql + q2]
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Appendix B

Aircraft Plant Equations, Ruddevator Aerodynamics
and Boom Mass Properties
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Aircraft Plant State Space Equation and Coefficients

The state equation and coefficient development below is borrowed from
William J. Locken's Thesis Work [81

Assumptions:

Equations are assumed to have no coupling between motion in the lateral direction plane and

the longitudinal plane.

The X, Y, and Z body axes lie in the plane of symmetry of the aircraft and the origin of the

axis system is located at the aircraft center of gravity.

Aircraft mass is assumed to remain constant for a given flight condition.

The aircraft is a rigid body.

The earth is an inertial reference.

The equations are perturbation equations and represent the aircraft for small perturbations

about the trimmed flight condition.

The freestream airflow is quasi-steady.

Thrust acts only in the X-axis direction.

Using these assumptions and following Locken's procedure (borrowed from Roskam

[12]), the state space representation of the aircraft is:

i= Ax + Bu

y = Cx

where
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x = [ pr hOu a q]T

U =[ r15 8,1 5.b T ]T

y =[h0uaq]
T

0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0
Yy yf P yR 0 0 0 0 0I P P

0 Ll L LR 0 0 0 0 0
f f f

0 Nf N NR 0 0 0 0 0

A= 0 0 0 0 0 Uo 0 Uo 0

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1

0 0 0 0 Xo X X Xq
Z' TI Z', Z'

B u a Mq0 0 0 0 0 M'o M; M'o M

0 0 0 0 0
P P

Y8 Y8 0 0 0

L0r L 0 0

Nr N8 0 0 0

B= 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0

I P

0 0 X, 8 X,b X, T
P P

0 0 ZSe Z6 SB 0
P P

0 0 M8e MssB 0

The coefficients are calculated using the following two M-files in Matlab
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% Adam Mortensen 19 Feb 97 Thesis aircraft model

% Non-Dimensional Derivatives for the KC- 135.

% File Name derivatives.m

% Must be called before calculation of the commanded inputs can be calculated
% for the KC- 13 5 aircraft model

H =28500
mach =.77
W =284000
CG = 24.2
Q =279.6
S = 2433
SPAN = 130.83

C=20. 16
U= 760
G= 32.2
DTHETA= 2.4
DALPHA =2.4
SIXX = 2930000
SIYY = 4660000
SJZZ =7480000
SIXZ = 0
CMU = 0.0
CL =.426
CLU =0
CLA = 4.727
CLQ = 4.825
CLDE =. 1862
CLDSB =-.2751
CLB =-. 198
CLP =-.345
CLR=.155
CLDR =.0315
CLDA =.0153

CM =0
CMAD =-6.57
CMA =-.8595
CMQ = -14.65
CMDE =-.5988
CMDSB =.07639
CNB =. 166
CNP = -.005
CNR =-194
CNDR -. 113
CNJA= .00149
CD = .024
CDU =0
CDA =.2143
CDDE = 0
CDDSB = .04779
CYB =-.762
CYP =-.211
CYR =.428
CYDR =.264
CYDA =-.0074
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CXAD = 0.0
CZAD =0.0

uO = 13.2645
c[=0 00 10 0 00;00 0 00 10 000;0 0 0 00 10 00;0 00 0 000 I 0;0 00 0 00 00 I]

calcderv
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% Adam Mortensen 19 Feb 97 Thesis aircraft model

% Calculation of the Dimensional Derivatives for an aircraft in the body
% axis system.

% File Name: calcderiv.m

% Must must enter the nondimensional stability derivatives prior to running
% script

DPR = 360/(2.0*pi)

ALPI-IA=DALPHAIDPR
THETA=DTHETAIDPR

%/LONGITUDINAL DERIVATIVE CALCULATIONS

SCZA =-CLA -CD
SCZQ =-CLQ
SCZU =-CLU - 2.O*CL
SCZDE=-CLDE
SCZDSB=-CLDSB
SCXA =-CDA +CL
SCXU = -CDU - 2.0*CD
SCXDE=-CDDE
SCXDSB=-CDDSB

CAL =cos(ALPHA)
SAL = sin(ALPHA)
COSSQ =CAL-2
S1NSQ =SAL-2
COSSIN =CAL* SAL

%*Calc the body axis moments from the stab axis moments
%/y=[SIXX
% SIZZ
% SIXZJ
%/A =[COSSQ SINSQ -2.O*COSSIN
% SINSQ COSSQ 2.0*COSSIN
% COSSIN -COSSIN COSSQ-SINSQ]

O/= inv(A)*y

BIXX = SIXX
BIYY=SIYY
BIZZ=SIZZ
BIXZ=SIXZ

CZ = CL*CAL -CD* SAL
CZA =SCZA*COSSQ + (SCZU+SCXA)*COSSIN + SCXU*SINSQ
CZQ =SCZQ*CAL

CZU =SCZU*COSSQ - (SCZA-SCXU)*COSSIN - SCXA*SINSQ
CZDE = SCZDE* CAL + SCXDE* SAL
CZDSB = SCZDSB*CAL + SCXDSB*SAL
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CX = CD*CAL +CL*SAL
CXA =SCXA*COSSQ + (SCXU-SCZA)*COSSIN - SCZU*SIN4SQ
CXQ = CLQ* SAL
CXU = SCXU*COSSQ - (SCXA+SCZU)*COSSIN + SCZA*SINSQ
CXDE = SCXDE* CAL - SCZDE* SAL
CXDSB = SCX-DSB*CAL - SCZDSB* SAL

BGMA = CMA*CAL + (CMU + 2.0*CM)*SAL
BCMAD =CMAD*CAL
BCMU = (CMU + 2.0*CM)*CAI - GMA* SAL

ZI= **A
A = C(2.0*U)
PU = U/DPR

%**************OUTPUT DATA********************
Z =Q*S*CZ
ZA =Zi *CZA
ZAD = Z*A*CZAD
ZQ = Z*A*CZQ
ZU = (ZI/U)*CZU
ZDE = Z*CZDE
ZDSB = Z*CZDSB

X =Q*S*CX
XA = Z*CXAJDPR
XAD = Z*A*CXADIDPR
XQ = Z*A*CXQ
XU =(Z1IU)*CXU
XDE = Zi I*CXDE/DPR
XDSB =Z1*CXDSBIDPR

MI =Q*S*C/BIYY

M =Q*S*C*CM
MA =M1*BCMA

MAD = M1*A*BCMAD
MQ=M1*A*CMQ
MU = M1/U*BCMU
MDE =MI *CMDE
MDSB=M1*CMDSB

PZA = ZA/U
PZQ = (ZQIU) +1.0
PZU = ZU/U*DPR
PZDE = ZDE/U
PZDSB =ZDSB/U
PZTHETA = -(GIU)*sin(THETA)

PMA = MA + MAD*PZA
PMQ =MQ + MAD*PZQ
PMU = MU + MAD~J*PZU
PMDE = MDE + MAD*PZDE
PMDSB = MDSB + MAD*PZDSB
PMTHETA = MA*PZTHETTA

PXQ = XQ - U*ALPHAIDPR
PXTHETA = -G*cos(THETA) /DPR
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%***ED LONG OUTPUT DATA*********

BCLB =CLB*CAL-CNB*SAL
BCLP = CLP*COSSQ - (CLR+CNP)*COSSIN + CNR*SINSQ
BCLR = CLR*COSSQ - (CNR-CLP)*COSSIN - CNP*SINSQ
BCLDA =CLDA* CAL - CNDA* SAL
BCLDR = CLDR* CAL - CNDR* SAL
BCNB = CNB*CAL + CLB* SAL
BCNP = CNP*COSSQ - (CNR-CLP)*COSSIN - CLR*SINSQ
BCNR = CNR*COSSQ + (CLR+CNP)*COSSIN + CLP*SINSQ
BCNDA = CNDA*CAL + CLDA* SAL
BCNDR = CNT)R*CAL + CLDR* SAL

BCYR = CYR* CAL + CYP* SAL
BCYP = CYP* CAL - CYR* SAL

N = (Q*S*SPAN)/BIZZ
L = (Q*S*SP4AJ)/BI)C(
BN = SPANI(2.0*U)
Y =(Q*S*G)IW
BNB = N*BCNB
BNP = N*BN*BCNP
BNR = N*BN*BCNR
BNDA = N*BCNDA
BNDR = N*BCNDR

BLB =L*BCLB
BLP = L*BN*BCLP
BLR = L*BN*BCLR
BLDR = L*BCLDR
BLDA = L*BCLDA

YB = Y*CYB
BYR =Y*BN*BCYR
BYP = Y*BN*BCYP
YDR = Y*CYDR
YDA = Y*CYDA

D =1.0 - (BIXZ-2/(BIXX*BIZZ))
RI= BIXZIBIZZ
R2 =BIXZ/BIX

PBNB =(BNB +RI*BLB)/D
PBNP =(BNP +R1*BLP)/D
PBNR =(BNR +R1*BLR)/D
PBNDR = (BNDR + RI *BLDR)/D
PBNDA = (BNDA + RI *BLDA)ffD

PBLB = (BLB + 2B)/
PBLP = (BLP + R2*BNP)/D
PBLR = (BLR + R2*BNR)/D
PBLDR = (BLDR + R2*BNDR)/D
PBLDA = (BLDA + R2*BNDA)/D

PYB = YB/U
PBYP = BYP/U + ALPHA
PBYR = BYR/U - 1.0
PYDR = YDR/U
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PYDA = YDAIIJ

A [0 0 10 00 0 00;
G/U PYB PBYP PBYR 00 0 00;
0OPBLB PBLP PBLRO0O00O0O;
0 PBNB PBNP PBNR 00 0 00;
0 0 0 0 0 PU 0 -PU 0;
000000001;
00 0 00 PXTHETA XU XA PXQ;
00 0 00 PZTHETA PZU PZA PZQ;
00 0 00 PMTHETA PMU PMA PMQ]

B =[0 0 000;
PYDR PYDAO00 0;
PBLDR PBLDA 0 00;
PBNDR PBNDAO00 0;
0 0 0 0 0; 0 0 0 0 0;
0 0 XDE XDSB .03 4;
0 0 PZDE PZDSB 0;
0 0 PMDE PMDSB 0]



Structural/Mass Properties of KC-135 Boom

This structural data is borrowed from the 1989 GSE study [1]

Structure Derivation

Notes: Mass 1: Structure Tube
Mass 2: Structure Tube & Telescopic Tube
Mass 3: Structure Tube & Telescopic Tube & Ruddevator Hardware
Mass 4: Telescopic Tube
Mass 5: Nozzle

Mass distributed over length,
and length varies

-- Mass 1----+ Mass4

Mass 2 M 5
Mass 5 •

--- Mass3

OFrom Boeing Doc, D-16811, pg 1.2.3 Mass I = 122.5 +A

QMass 5 is Point Load for Nozzle Mass 2 = 23.4 + B + (229 B/12)Mass 3 = 10.02 lb/in
Mass 4 = (229 Lx/12) + 4.7Lx
Mass 5 = 62 lb
Mass, = (LI + Lx) - 12

IMass 2 = 24 - 1Mass1
A = 20.12 IMass,
B = 20.12 IMass2
C = 40.5 lMass2

------ LT

L- Lx 1

Notes: L,: Length of Sturcture Tube
L-2: Lenght of Telescoic Tube
Lr: Length to Ruddevator Shaft
Lx: Length of Teelescopic Tube Extended
LI: Length oflce Shield
LRmD: Length of Ruddevator

Figure 61: Structural and Mass Properties of Boom [1]
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Aerodynamic Coefficient Calculations

Derived using Etkin []

Ca = 2rF(k) * F(k) C e a

2;r

-5.959 / rad- 59r = 0.9484 - F(k)
2;r

FromF(k) Pg.282 k=0.025 and G(k)=-0.11

Cea = ;r + 2;r G(k) =_r - 2;" 11 -24.5044k 0.025

Cma = 2;rF(k)(h - -1)
4

h = 0.3c forNACA65,- 012

2)'(0.9484)(0.3 - 0.25)

= 0.29795

Cma =;r(h - 0.5) + 2 TG(k) (h - 0.25)
k

= '(0.3 - 0.5) + 21r - 0.11 (.3-.25)
0.025

= -76.6549

Cm a = -76.6549 =
-__ - -- 3.1288

fr 24.5
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Appendix C

Matlab Function M-Files
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% Adam Mortensen 14/Jul/97 Thesis project

% kinjoints23

% input
% -angle for joint one of the robot (remember the sign changes from the
% aircraft model. Must be negative to agree with the robotic reference
% frame notation)
% -pipper point position (X,Y,Z)

% output
% Joint angle for joint 2, jointsout(1), and length ofjoint three
% d3, (jointsout(2)).

% Notes: This block calculates the value for q2 and d3 using geometry and
% trig.
% qI pitch angle in degrees or the -tive ofjointl's angle
% q2 joint2 in degrees
% d3 length of link 3 in feet

function[jointsout] = inv kinjoints23(inputs)

% convert input joint one angle to be represented in robot base frame:
% Must be converted into radians for use with the cos, sin and tan.
jointl = -inputs(1)*pi/180;

% baseline : "formation point" for the receiver aircraft
posj3 = [inputs(2) inputs(3) inputs(4)];

% Calculate the position of the second joint of the robot in base frame coords.
posj2 = [49*cos(jointl) 49*(sin(jointl)) 0]';

% Determine joint 2 angle from relative positions of the pipper and xyz
% ofjoint2. Angle will always be positive

yval=posj3(2)-posj2(2);
xval=abs(posj3(1)-pos.j2(1));

jointsout(1) =jointl;
jointsout(2) = atan(yval/xval) +pi/2 - joint1;

% From the Pythagorean Theorem calculate d3:
jointsout(3)=sqrt((posj2(2)-posj3(2))^2 + (posj2(1)-posj3(l))^2);
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% Adam Mortensen 15/Jul/97 Thesis project

% boomwgt.m (boom weight, centers of mass and centers of pressure

% input (1)
% d3 telescoping boom segment length (ft).

% output (5)
% centers of pressure of the 3 segments of boom (out(3-5))
% Overall center of mass of boom (out(1))
% overrall mass of boom (out(2))
% Mass moment of inertia of boom about joint2 (out(6))
% (not output currently --> moment due to gravity)

% Notes: Determines boom cp's for each segment, the boom mass and cm

fuinction[out] = boomwgt(in)

boomlength = in;
I1I1 27.667;
lx =boomlength - 11;
12 = 27.5;

dellength =11 + lx;

Imass I = dellength - 12;
Imass2 = 24.083 - Imassl;

mass I = 122.5 + 20.12*lmassl;
mass2 = (23.4 + (20. 12*lmass2))+229.7*lmass2/12;
mass3 =43 1.0;
mass4 = 229.7*(lx / 12) + 4.7 * lx;
mass5 = 62;
cm I = Imassl/2;
cm2 = Ima'ss1I + lmass2/2;
cm3 = 25.875;
cm4 = 11 + (lx / 2);
cm5 = dellength;

% Calculate total mass of boom (in lbm)
masst = mass I + mass2 + mass3 + mass4 + mass5;

% Calculate the center of mass of the entire boom. Distance measured from nozzle
boomcmroot =(cmI *massl + cm2*mass2 + cm3*mass3 + cm4*mass4 + cm5*mass5)/masst;
cmnozzle = boomlength - boomcmroot;
out(4) = cmnozzle;

0/ooutput total mass of boom
out(5) = masstl32.174;

% Calculate the center of pressure of each segment of boom

0/ocpl root segment
out(l) = 10.0;

0/ocp2 telescoping segment
out(2) = (Ix /2) + 11;
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%cp3 ruddervator segment
out(3) = 23.8;

% compute the boom's moment of inertia about joint 2
inertial = (mass 1*lmasslA12)/3 + (mass2*lmass2A2)/12 + (mass3*3.5833A2)/12 + (mass4*lxA2)/12 +
(mass2*(lmass 1+.5*lmass2)A2) + (mass3*(lmassl+lmass2+1 .791 667)A 2) + (mass4*(lma5sl+lmatss2+3.5833 +
.5*lx)A2) + (mass5*(Imass 1+lmass2+3.5833+lx)A2);

% compute the boom's moment of inertia about the bomm center of mass
moicm = inertial - masst*boomcmrootA2;

% units of inertia are (Ibf-ft-seCA 2)
inertia = moicml32.174;

% units of gravity moment are (lbf-ft)
gmt = massi *cml + mass2*cm2 + mass3*cm3 + mass4*cm4 + mass5*cm5;

out(6) = inertia;

%out(7) = gmt;
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% Adam Mortensen 14/Jul/97 Thesis project

% Convaxes.m

% input
% - joint angles with respect to the robot base frame
% - vector to be converted to the boom frame

% Output
% vector converted to the boom frame

% Notes: This block converts things like freestream velocity to the AC boom
% fram to aid in calculation of the boom loads

function[out] = convaxes(input)

qi =input(l);
q2 =input(2);

c12 = cos(ql+q2);
s 12 = sin(q I+q2);

c I= cos(qlI);
c2 = cos(q2);
si = sin(ql);
s2 =sin(q2);

tst = [input(3) input(4) input(5)]';

t02 = [c12 0 s12;sl2 0 -(cl2);0 1 0];

out =inv(t02)*tst;
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% Adam Mortensen 14/Jul/97 Thesis project

% pos kinematics
% input
% Joint angles qI, q2, and d3

% output
% Position of the tip of the boom (3xl)

% Notes: This block calculates the position of the end of the boom
% using the d03 portion of the t03 Denavit Hartenberg robot
% transformation matrix equations for the Xboom and Yboom directions.

% ql pitch angle in radians or the -tive ofjointl's angle
% q2 joint2 in radians
% d3 length of link 3 in feet

function[positionsout] = pos-kinematics(joint)

% use joints to calculate the positions
/oqql =joint(l)
/oqq2 = joint(2)
/odd3 =joint(3)

% Calculate the x position
positionsout(1) = 49*cos(joint(I)) +joint(3)*sinjoint(1)+joint(2));

% Calculate the y position
positionsout(2) = -(joint(3)*cos(joint(1) + (joint(2)))) + 49*sin(joint(1));

% The Z direction for this problem is zero
positionsout(3) = 0;
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% Adam Mortensen 14/Jul/97 Thesis project

% tippos

% input
% position vector of the pipper point in robot base frame
% position vector of the boom end point due to boom dynamics

% output
% direction vector from pipper to endpoint position in base frame coord
% system

% Notes:

function[posvect] =tip_pos(input)

% baseline "pipper point" for the receiver aircraft (X,Y,Z)_base
pippos= [input(4) input(5) input(6)]';

% Calculate the position of the second joint of the robot in base frame coords.
endpos = [input(l) input(2) input(3)]';

% Determine vector from difference between pipper and boom end

yval=endpos(2)-pippos(2);
xval=endpos(1)-pippos(1);

posvect(l) = xval;
posvect(2) = yval;
posvect(3) = 0;
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% Adam Mortensen 14/Jul/97 Thesis project

% boomtorudframe

% input
% angle of the dihedral and the current estimate for the angle
% of the right and left ruddevators
% the vector to be transformed to the ruddervator frame

% output
% velocity vector converted to the rud frame

% Notes: This block converts velocity from the boom frame to the
% left and right ruddervator frames

% qd dihedral angle
% qr right ruddervator angle estimate
% ql left ruddervator andle estimate

function[out] = boomtorudframe(input)

qd =input(l);
qr =input(2);
0/ciql =input(2);

cg =cos(qd);

cr =cos(qr);

O/c3 = cos(ql);

sg =sin(qd);

sr =sin(qr);

%so3 = sin(ql);

tst = [input(3) input(4) input(5)]';

tbrr = [cg* cr -(cg* sr) sg; cr* sg ..(sg* sr) -cg; sr cr 0);
tbrl = [cg* cr -(cg* sr) -sg; -(cr* sg) sg* sr -cg; sr cr 0];

out(1:3,1I) = inv(tbrr)*tst;
out(4:6, 1) = inv(tbrl)*tst;
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% Adam Mortensen 15/Jul/97 Thesis project

% rudaeroforce (Aero rudder forces)

% input (7)
% -Magnitude of velocity in the Ruddervator frame
% -Angle of attack
% -Ruddervator angle
% -Rate of change of angle of atttack

% output (1)
% forces in the ruddervator frame due to lift and drag

% Notes:
% I included the Cid (lift coefficient due to aoa rate of change) to give a
% more realistic response for the ruddevators.

function[out] = rudaeroforce(in)

wind = in(l);
aoa = in(2);
rudangle = in(3);
aoadot = in(4);
sarea = 6.01;
cl = 5.959;
cld 0 ;
cd0 = 0.006;
rho= .00093;

saoa = sin(aoa);
caoa = cos(aoa);

% Calculate the lift and drag forces in the rudder frame
lift = (cl * aoa + cld * aoadot) * (sarea * rho * wind^2);
drag = sarea * rho * windA2 * (cd0 + 7.878 * aoaA2);

% Divide the lift and drag into the rudder axis coordinate system
xrforce = lift * caoa + drag * saoa;
yrforce = -lift * saoa + drag * caoa;
zrforce = 0;

out(l) = xrforce;
out(2) = yrforce;
out(3) = zrforce;
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% Adam Mortensen 14/Jul/97 Thesis project

% rudtoboomframel.m

% input
% angle of the dihedral and the current estimate for the angle
% of the right and left ruddevators
% the vector to be transformed from rudder to the boom frame

% output
% left ruddervator velocity vector converted to the boom frame

% Notes: This block converts velocity from the boom frame to the
% left ruddervator frame
% qd dihedral angle
% qr right ruddervator angle estimate
% ql left ruddervator andle estimate
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fuinction[outl] = rudtoboomframel(input)

qd =input(1);
qr =input(2);
0/oql =input(2);

cg =cos(qd);

cr =cos(qr);

O/c3 = cos(ql);

sg =sin(qd);

sr =sin(qr);

%s3 = sin(qI);

tst = [input(3) input(4) input(5)]';

thri = [cg*cr -(cg*sr) -sg; -(cr*sg) sg*sr -cg; sr cr 0];

outl(1:3,1I) = (tbrl)*tst;
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0/1

% Adam Mortensen 14/Jul/97 Thesis project

% rudtoboomframer.m

% input
% angle of the dihedral and the current estimate for the angle
% of the right and left ruddevators
% the vector to be transfonned from rudder to the boom frame

% output
% velocity vector converted to the boom frame

% Notes: This block converts velocity from the boom frame to the
% right ruddervator frame

% qd dihedral angle
% qr right ruddervator angle estimate
% ql left ruddervator andle estimate

function[outr] =rudtoboomframer(input)

qd =input(1);
qr =input(2);
0/oql =input(2);

cg =cos(qd);

cr =cos(qr);

0/c3 = cos(ql);

sg =sin(qd);

sr =sin(qr);

%s3 = sin(ql);

tst = [input(3) input(4) input(5)]f;

tbrr = [cg*cr -(cg*sr) sg; cr*sg ..(sg*sr) -cg; sr cr 0];

outr(l:3,1) = (tbrr)*tst;
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Appendix D

Simulink Model Diagrams
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Figure 73: Transformation of Ruddevator Forces to Boom Frame
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Appendix E

Feed Forward Plant Error Analysis
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As indicated in chapter four, the cause of the error in the feed forward signal was due to

the lack of precision of the Simulink program's derivative block. The MathWorks website

verified this imperfection in the derivative block. While it is true that one can achieve a

reasonable good estimation of the derivative using numeric methods, the estimated value

obtained is still just that, an estimation. To determine the solution to this problem it was

necessary to consider the main difference between the boom plant shown in Figure 67 of

Appendix D and the inverse boom plant used in the feed forward block, Figure 76 of Appendix

D. The primary difference between the two plants is caused because the boom plant is solved for

the actual angle q2a where the inverse boom plant is solved for the torque due to dynamic

forces. In the boom plant the angular acceleration of q2 is integrated twice to arrive at a value

for q2. Conversely, in the inverse boom plant the angular velocity and acceleration of q2d are

derived by taking the numerical derivative twice of the angle q2d. Other than these two

differences, the two plant systems are identical. Error being a result of the integrator blocks was

ruled out through simple tests where the sin was integrated to verify the proper result was

obtained. When the derivative block was tested using a sinusoid input, the result of two

derivatives being taken was not what one would expect. The signal did not look like a sinusoidal

signal with a 180 degree phase lag. Instead the signal was pinched at the peaks with a lot of

noise occurring at the peaks.

While both plant systems use the same derivative block network to calculate the angular

velocity and acceleration of ql and the velocity of d3, the fact that both plants use the same

network means that there should be no net error in the signal produced as a result of these

derivatives. The problem remains then, to identify an alternative method for calculating the first

and second derivatives of the angle q2d. If one could relate the rate of change of the angle q2 to

the known angle ql, without using the derivatives of q2 in the process, the problem of the

inaccurate angular velocity and acceleration of angle q2 could be eliminated. This relationship
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can be found by using the velocity jacobian calculated as part of the forward kinematics in the

Robotica program. This Jacobian is included in Appendix A.

The standard form of the velocity jacobian is

x = JO (E. 1)

where

X =

Ld3

for the upper three rows of this problem's jacobian, which gives the linear velocity of the boom

frame with respect to the base frame. (The last three rows of the velocity jacobian represent the

angular velocity of the last frame.) By setting the r.h.s. of equation (E. 1) to zero, which means

we are representing the initial condition where there is no motion in the nozzle, we get two

equations with three unknowns. As shown below, it is then possible to represent the angular

velocity of q2 in terms of the angular velocity of qj times a coefficient. From rows one and two

of the velocity jacobian, equation (E. 1),

0 =.i = (d 3 (clc2 - sls2) - 49sl)41 + d 3 3(clc2 - sls2)42 + sl2d3  (E.2)

0 = = (d3As12 + 49cl)4 + d 3sl242 + (-clc2 + sls2)d3  (E3)

then, solving equation (E.3) for d 3

d 1

d - clc2 + sls2 3 (dAs12 + 49cl)41 - d 3s12q2] (E.4)
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equation (E.4) can be substituted for d 3 in equation (E.2) to get.a relationship between the

angular velocities of qj and q2 with undifferentiated values.

0= d 3 (clc2 - sls2) - 49sl + M (d 33s12 + 49cl) +
clc2 - sls2

[d 3 (clc2 - sls2) + sl2 (d 3s12)] 2  (E.5)
clc2 - sls2

Finally, solving equation (E.5) for 42, a relationship is found which does not require the

differentiation of q2.

d 3 [(clc2 - sls2) 2 + s12 2 ]-49[sl(clc2 - sls2) - sl2cl]/ 2(
/cl]/ ss2(E.6)

d 3 [(clc2 - sls2)2 + s122/
Clc2 - sls2

Which reduces to

d 3 - 49(slcl2 - s12cl)

d 3(c12 2 +s12 2 )

and finally becomes

a= 1+ - (sl2dl -slcl2) (E.8)
d

then,

42 = -a4l (E.9)

Equation (E.9) could be inserted in place of the first derivative block in Figure 76, Appendix D.

This same method can be used to calculate the relationship between the angular acceleration of

qj and q2. By first differentiating the velocity jacobian, equation (E. 1) with respect to time, then

making the substitution for d 3 as was done above.
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The effect on the system of implementing this option was beneficial. Just replacing the

first of the two derivative blocks on the q2d signal resulted in a small decrease in the resulting

error. The impact to the feed forward block's performance did not clearly indicate the derivative

was the only problem. Because of this, additional simulations were performed in an attempt to

clarify the problem. After analyzing the model it became clear that there was no gain on the

primary source of feedback for the controller, the bending torque, rb . This implied that the basic

closed loop controller had no gains on its feedback. For the basic closed loop controller, the

author didn't properly select the gain for the bending torque input to the troot signal. The result

was that the controller didn't zero out the error in the input signal very effectively. Recall, one

example tested for the ideal controller was the use of a gain on the spring constant. That

simulation resulted in excessive oscillation with little improvement in the required torque. The

error in the simulation occurred as a result of the location chosen to insert the feedback gain on

the rm signal. This gain was mistakenly placed on the Ftip signal instead of being placed only on

the rb signal path that feeds into the troot command. The result was an unforeseen feedback

gain on the boom tip reaction force as well as on the intended line which becomes part of troot.

If the gain had only been added to the Vb signal feeding the troot command, shown in the bottom

right comer of Figure 4, selection of the gain would have been successful and resulted in a better

system response than that shown in chapter four. After determining this to be the source of the

error, additional testing was done first to select a reasonable gain and then to verify that the

results for simulation runs similar to those covered in the body were an improvement on what

was shown. With the proper gain inserted in rb, the feed forward and rate feedback signals were

disabled and the basic closed loop ideal controller was run with various gains. For the ideal case,

the result was a flat line Ftip response that only got flatter as the gain value increase. The gain

selected for the ideal ruddevator was 15. At this magnitude the ideal plant response for the feed
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forward only case was an Ftip value of nearly zero while the value of troot changed very little.

After the gain on rb was selected several simulations were run to determine the effect of this

gain when rate feedback and feed forward were added. In each case improvement was seen. In

the feed forward only case, the resulting signal was a virtual flat line Ftip response. When rate

feedback was added to the feed forward, the result was a flatline Ftip response during the period

of prescribed aircraft plant motion with no oscillation after the prescribed motion ended.

After verifying the ideal case, numerous simulations were run with different

combinations of gains and elevator deflection commands. The results of these runs are

summarized in Table 7. This table is not a complete list of all simulations run but it is a sample

of the simulations that show the trend in the controller's performance. The best results were

Table 7: Summary of Additional Simulation Runs

Case Elevator Gains Results Notes
Command (deg) Tau-b Rate Feedback Feed Forward Ruddevator P/ Flip (Ibs) Tau-root (ft-lbs)

1 3 10 0 0 10,000/0 23 9300 Signa grow - 5-10% in 15 sea
2 3 10 400,000 0 10,000/0 14 7800 Chopp rudd m osdfc

3 3 10 0 1 10,000/0 8 8000 Oscillaay, 3%tgaoin15sec
4 3 15 0 0 70,000/500 11 6500 .irnec ler thbeerPD
5 3 15 0 1 70,000/500 0.4 7500 Good respome smid odlabo

6 3 15 400,000 1 70,000/500 0.25 7250 GeUngbtber, no dion

7 15 15 0 0 70,000/500 55 31,000 rafvetyiam epfdw
8 15 15 400,000 0 70,000/500 55 35,000 Strqgeh~aurin-p

9 15 15 0 1 70,000/500 2.5 35,000 som oscdn bL my saw gowth
10 15 15 400,000 1 70,000/500 1.5 35,000 Goodmpse

11 15 50 0 0 70,000/500 21 40,000 Seem to ha foud a weet spot
12 15 50 400,000 0 70,000/500 17 38,000 Ber reMsW -m Wow Tb
10 15 50 0 1 70,000/500 1.7 35,000 good prrrn tend
11 15 50 400,000 1 70,000/500 0.5 35,000 ecdirtume
12 15 50 400,000 1 70,000/500 3.75 37,000 mng F.P,nFFkIDe

obtained when the PD controller gains were tuned to 70,000 for proportional feedback and 500

for the Derivative feedback. Just the inclusion of the derivative feedback made a noticeable

difference in the controller's performance with feed forward. These gain settings were arrived at

after many simulation iterations. The values used represent a "sweet spot" for this controller.

Shifting either of these values by a little as 10% resulted in degraded system performance.
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Without the addition of the rb feedback gain, it wasn't possible to use gains on the proportional

path of the PD controller in the ruddevator plant above approximately 40,000. The additional

testing made it clear that the performance of the feed forward signal is very dependent upon the

fidelity with which the ruddevator plant PD controller is tuned. If the commanded root torque is

not produced accurately by the ruddevator plant the feed forward term's performance degrades.

Summary

The failure of the feed forward term to perfectly augment the non-ideal simulation cases is a

result of two main problems. The use of the Simulink derivative block produces error that would

normally not be present in a real system. The second reason for the feed forward plant's limited

performance was found to be related to the gain on rm and how well the ruddevator PD controller

plant is tuned to a specific simulation scenario. The performance of the feed forward degrades

when the controller is operated away from the conditions for which it was tuned. Because of

this, there will always be some error present in this controller as it is run through a large range of

conditions.
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